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Tutkimuksen tausta ja tavoitteet: 
(Strep)Avidiinin erittäin korkea affiniteetti biotiinia kohtaan (Kd≈10-15-10-16) ja stabiilius 
mahdollistavat vuorovaikutuksen hyödyntämisen erilaisilla bioteknologian alan sovelluksissa. 
Esimerkkisovelluksina voidaan mainita affiniteetti kromatografia ja monet analyyttiset menetelmät. 
Kaikenaikaa kehittyvät menetelmät kuitenkin asettavat käytettäville proteiineille vaatimuksia, joihin 
luonnosta löytyvät proteiinit eivät pysty vastaamaan. Tutkimuksen pääasiallisena tavoitteena oli 
karakterisoida neljä uutta DNA shuffling ja Phage display menetelmillä luotua proteiini mutanttia. 
Proteiinit oli luotu sekoittamalla avidiinin ja Avidin related protein 2:n (AVR2) sekvenssejä.  

Tutkimusmenetelmät: 
Isotermistä titrauskalorimetriaa käytettiin d-biotiinin sitomisaffiniteetin tutkimiseen. SPR (Surface 
plasmon resonance) käytettiin 2-iminobiotiinin, yksijuosteisen DNA ja kysteiinin sitomisien 
tutkimukseen. Differentiaalista skannauskalorimetriä käytettiin lämpöstabiiliuden ja ligandien 
sitomiskyvyn määrittämiseen. Homologia mallit luotiin MODELLER ohjelmalla. 

Tutkimustulokset: 
Kaikilla mutanteilla on alentunut affiniteetti d-biotiinia kohtaan. Kaikkien mutanttien biotiinin 
sitomistasku oli myös erilainen kuin villityypin aviidiinillä. DNA:n sitomiskyky vaihteli. Villityypin 
avidiini sitoutui irreversiibelisti DNA:han, kun taas neutraalin pI:n mutanteilla ei ollut affiniteettiä 
DNA:ta kohtaan. 2-iminobiotiinin sitomisaffiniteetin havaittiin olevan hyvin heikko, mikäli paikallinen 
varaus sitomistaskun lähistöllä oli villityypin proteiinia positiivisempi. Mutantit, joilla oli villityypin 
avidiinin varausjakauma sitomistaskun läheisyydessä, pystyivät sitomaan 2-iminobiotiinia. S16Y 
mutaatio näyttää parantavan avidiinin lämpöstabiiliutta. Uusi ligandin sitomisaktiivisuus havaittiin 
toisesta S16Y mutantista: se pystyi sitomaan L-kysteiiniä. S16Y mutaatio yksinään ei kuitenkaan riitä 
indusoimaan L-kysteiinin sitomiskykyä.  

Johtopäätökset: 
Tutkittujen proteiinien biofysikaalinen karakterisointi oli onnistunut. Tulosten perusteelta voidaan 
epäillä, että sähkövarauksen jakautuminen biotiniin sitomistaskun välittömässä läheisyydessä on 
tärkeää 2-iminobiotiinin sitomisessa ja pI:llä on pienempi vaikutus. DNA:n sitomisen kannalta tärkein 
ominaisuus näyttäisi olevan pI; vain mutantit, joilla oli positiivinen kokonaisvaraus, pystyivät sitomaan 
DNA:ta. 
Avainsanat: Avidin, DNA shuffling, phage display, d-biotin, 2-iminobiotin, DNA binding 
proteins, avidin, avidin related protein 2 (AVR2), Biotin binding protein A 
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Background and aims: 
The extremely high affinity of (strep)avidin towards biotin (Kd≈10-15-10-16) and stability enables its use 
in a variety of applications; for example, in targeted drug therapy, affinity chromatography and in a 
variety of analytical methods. The rapidly developing technologies require biotin binding proteins with 
novel characteristics that are not found among naturally occurring proteins. The main aim of the study 
was to characterize biophysically four novel biotin binding proteins created with DNA shuffling and 
phage display from avidin (AVD) and avidin related protein 2 (AVR2). 

Methods: 
Isothermal titration calorimetry was used to study d-biotin binding affinity. Surface plasmon resonance 
was used to study binding kinetics towards 2-iminobiotin, ssDNA and cysteine. Differential scanning  
calorimetry was used to study thermal stability of the mutants and also their ligand binding affinities. 
Homology models were built with MODELLER. 
 
Results: 
All the mutants studied have a lowered affinity towards d-biotin and distorted biotin binding site when 
compared to wtAVDs. The DNA binding abilities varied with wtAVDs bound irreversibly to DNA 
whereas mutant with neutral pI had no affinity towards DNA. Mutants with higher local charge around 
biotin binding pocket seemed to have a lower affinity towards 2-iminobiotin. Mutants having wtAVD 
charge distribution around biotin binding pocket were less affected. Mutant with neutral pI was not able 
to bind 2-iminobiotin. Thermal stability of the mutants was enhanced by the S16Y mutation. A novel 
activity among biotin binding proteins was found. A mutant with S16Y mutation was able to bind L-
cysteine. The S16Y mutation alone was not able to induce this binding activity.  
 
Conclusions: 
A biophysical characterization of studied proteins was successful. It seems that charge distribution in 
the proximity of biotin binding pocket is important for 2-iminobiotin binding with pI having a smaller 
effect. In DNA binding, pI is a more important parameter: only biotin binding proteins having a total 
positive charge seem able to bind DNA.  
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1 Introduction 

Biotin binding proteins are used in many biotechnological applications. In particular, the 

homotetrameric protein avidin found from chicken (Gallus gallus) eggs and streptavidin secreted by 

Streptomyces bacteria have proven to be among the most versatile tools in modern molecular biology. 

The extremely high affinity of (strep)avidin towards biotin (Kd≈10-15-10-16) and stability allows for its 

use as a molecular glue in purification and immobilization procedures as well as in targeted drug 

delivery systems. It has also been argued that the biotin binding pocket of avidin is almost perfect in 

terms of ligand recognition and high-affinity binding (Laitinen et al., 2006, Laitinen et al., 2007, Lesch 

et al., 2010). 

A number of other biotin binding proteins are known and avidin-like biotin binding proteins have been 

found from bacteria as well as from eukaryotes, at least from the eggs of birds, reptiles and amphibians 

(Green, 1990). A number of biotin binding proteins can be found from a single genome. Chicken 

genome contains many other biotin binding proteins in addition to avidin (Niskanen et al., 2005).   

However, although nature provides us with a variety of avidins, the rapidly developing technologies 

require biotin binding proteins with novel characteristics that are not found in naturally occurring 

proteins. The biggest problems in experimental setups include leakage of ligand in harsh conditions and 

unspecific binding due to the positive charge. These problems can possibly be solved by engineering 

avidins with even higher (thermal) stability and by adjusting the binding properties of engineered 

proteins.  

The strategy taken in this study is to randomly shuffle DNA sequences of biotin binding proteins 

(AVR2 and avidin) and then use phage display to select mutants with novel characteristics (see Figure 

1 for sequences). Phage display has already been used for the creation of testosterone binding avidin 

mutants (Riihimaki et al., 2011). 

Since my work only concentrates on the characterization of mutants on protein level phage display or 

DNA shuffling is not at any length discussed in this thesis. I will only concentrate on functional studies 

and how the results could provide insights into mutants’ structural features. 
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Figure 1: The sequence alignment of studied mutants and secondary structure. The residues with white 
letters on a blue background participate directly in hydrogen bonding with d-biotin. The shade of blue 
represents incidence of the residue within the presented sequences. The residues that are preserved 
have a darker shaded background (higher incidence). A/2p1, A/Bp9 and A/A2n5 are AVR2-wtAVD 
hybrids whereas A/Bp2 is a wtAVD with S16Y point mutation. S16Y mutation can also be found in 
A/A2n5. BBP-A’s sequence is not represented by the mutants. Picture created with Jalview. 
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2 Review of the literature 

2.1 Introduction to binding and denaturation 

2.1.1 Thermodynamics 

A short introduction to thermodynamics of interactions is needed to understand the nature and strength 

of interactions as well as thermodynamics of the denaturation process.  Equation [1] presents a simple 

interaction reaction: a ligand L and protein P are capable of forming a ligand-protein complex LP. 

Equation two describes the change in Gibbs free energy ∆! in terms of enthalpy ∆! and entropy ∆! 

and also shows how the equilibrium constant ! is related to them (Gibbs, 1873). In the last part of 

equation [2], it is shown how the reaction in equation [1] is related to thermodynamics and 

concentrations. For biological ligand binding reactions, the K is often given in the reverse direction 

denoted as Kd (dissociation constant). For a spontaneous process,!∆! < 0 . In the equation [2], ! is the 

Gas constant and ! is the temperature.  

! + ! !"![1] 

∆! = ∆! − !∆! = !"#$% = !"#$ !"
! ! !!![2] 

 

There is no other simple definition to enthalpy except than in under constant pressure it is equal to the 

change in the system’s heat. Heat is released if the new bonds forming in the interaction are stronger 

than the old bonds needed to be broken. For example, biotin-water interaction is very weak compared 

to biotin-avidin interaction; a relatively large release of heat is observed when biotin is bound by avidin 

molecule in a water-based system (Swamy, 1995).  

For all spontaneous processes, entropy of the universe must increase. Entropy describes the most likely 

situation and therefore the most unorganized state of the system. For example, if the bonding in the 

complex is very tight, the complex becomes very rigid and interacting molecules lose translational, 

vibrational and rotational entropy which hinder the binding reaction as is the case with avidin 

(Rekharsky et al., 2007). 
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In such a situation, the highly favorable enthalpy component of the binding reaction is compensated for 

by unfavorable entropy change which keeps the binding affinity at a moderate level; this situation is 

very common in biomolecular ligand recognition processes and it is called enthalphy-entropy 

compensation (Cornish-Bowden, 2002). The strength of the bonds between interacting partners does 

not necessarily correlate with binding constant directly.   

2.1.2 Hydrogen bonds 

Hydrogen bonds form when highly electronegative atom with a lone pair of electrons  (nitrogen, 

oxygen or fluoride) and hydrogen are connected with covalent bond to each other; the charge of the 

atoms is unevenly distributed with the hydrogen and electronegative atom while strong attractive 

contacts can be formed with similar molecules (Isaacs et al., 1999). Hydrogen bond is an extremely 

strong dipole-dipole interaction. The nature of the bond is partly covalent and partly electrostatic: it has 

directionality so as to be highly suited for molecular recognition. The strength of the bond is maximal 

when the bonded groups are oriented so that a straight line can be drawn through the highly 

electronegative atom and hydrogen (Martin & Derewenda 1999). This fact can be elucidated from the 

orientations and shapes of molecular orbitals (Isaacs et al., 1999). Hydrogen bond is the strongest 

among the weak interactions. The energy of an H-bond is around 2–10 kcal/mol, which means that H-

bonds are formed and broken in room temperature constantly (Isaacs et al., 1999). For a simple one 

phase interaction reaction!! + !⇔ !!", this means by rule of thumb that one hydrogen bond raises 

binding constant by about one order of magnitude.   

Linus Pauling said in 1939: “I believe, that as the methods of structural chemistry are further applied to 

physiological problems it will be found that the significance of the hydrogen bond for physiology is 

greater than that of any other single structural feature.”  

Hydrogen bonds are found everywhere in biology: between anti-parallel DNA strands (Watson & Crick 

2003), between DNA and proteins, in protein structures (Pauling & Corey 1951, Pauling et al., 1951), 

between small molecules and receptors, and so forth (Dimagno & Sun 2006). Hydrogen bonding 

between peptide bonds in protein structure has been shown to have a bigger impact on protein structure 

than side chains of amino acids (Bolen & Rose 2008). The main chain atoms mainly denote the 

secondary structure of the protein, not the side chains (Pauling & Corey 1951, Pauling et al., 1951).  
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2.1.3 Electrostatic interactions 

Interactions between charged groups and polar groups are common in biological systems. Charged 

groups are found in amino acids, DNA and carbohydrates readily. The interaction can be either 

attractive or repulsive. The strength of ionic interaction depends directly on the charge (q1 and q2) and 

exponentially on the distance between charges (r), as can be seen from Coulomb’s law:!!! = !! !!!!!!   

where ke is Coulomb constant. The Coulomb constant is dependent on the environment (conductivity 

mainly). In water solutions, charge is often pH dependent and Coulomb constant is dependent on ionic 

strength. Since hydrogen bond is partly electrostatic, the same conditions are important for hydrogen 

bonds (Honig & Nicholls 1995). 

DNA is negatively charged and most DNA binding proteins are positively charged (basic) and attracted 

near DNA by unspecific electrostatic interactions (Sera, 2009). However, specific recognition and 

binding are achieved with hydrogen bonding. For example DNA binding of histones and organization 

relays mainly electrostatic interactions (Luger & Mader 1997). Interestingly, the study topic of this 

thesis, chicken avidin, has been observed to bind DNA with some specificity (Conners et al., 2006, 

Thomas, 1996). Another interesting finding is that histones are biotinylated (Chew et al., 2008). 

A type of electrostatic interaction found within proteins is called a salt bridge. Salt bridge interaction is 

partly ionic and partly resembles a hydrogen bond. The interaction may arise for example between 

anionic carboxylate containing amino acids (aspartic acid or glutamic acid) and between nitrogen 

containing cationic amino acids (lysine, arginine, histidine). The protein stability in different pH 

conditions may depend on the amino acid side chains participating in the salt bridge formation:  as the 

charge of the side chains is pH dependent, so also is the stability of the protein (Kumar & Nussinov 

2002). 

2.1.4 Hydrophobic interactions 

It is questionable to speak of hydrophobic interactions since there is no real long range force between 

hydrophobic molecules, but the tendency of hydrophobic molecules to pack together is caused by the 

highly favorable change in water’s entropy. A favorable change in enthalpy can also be included when 

London dispersion forces are maximized after packing. Solvation of hydrophobic molecules requires 
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water molecules to be organized into a highly defined structure (highly unfavorable in the eyes of 

entropy).  When hydrophobic molecules are packed together, the surface area needing to be solvated is 

reduced so that a smaller number of water molecules are needed for building the solvation cage 

(favorable entropy change). For example, oil droplets on water will eventually form larger drops, and 

lipids will form micelles or bilayers (Tanford, 1978). 

The hydrophobic effect has important consequences for protein structure, since usually hydrophobic 

amino acid side chains (for example, alanine, phenylalanine and proline) are buried deep inside the 

protein structure. Contact of hydrophobic residues with water is minimized (hydrophobic core) and 

protein stability is maximized. It is thought that protein folding might proceed through a molten globule 

state where the hydrophobic interactions cause the polypeptide chain to collapse into a globular form so 

that the final structure can be built. Hydrophobic interactions are also important in forming the borders 

of the cells; lipid bi-layer formation is driven by the hydrophobic effect (Baldwin, 2007). 

Hydrophobic effect is also important in many protein-protein and ligand-protein interactions and often 

important component when designing the optimal ligand (drug molecule) for biological system 

(Tanford, 1978). Optimal ligand must be hydrophobic enough to organize the water molecules so that 

desolvation associated to the binding is an energetically favorable process. On the other hand the drug 

molecule needs to be water-soluble so that it can diffuse to the site of action (Bergstrom et al., 2004). 

There are other solubility factors that also have implications for drug design.  

The entropic contribution to the interaction is easier to optimize than the enthalpy component when 

designing drug molecules or other artificial ligands. Binding entropy can be partly optimized by 

adjusting solubility and rigidity whereas enthalpic optimization requires careful examination of the 

structure and maximizing the bonds between ligand and receptor (Verlinde & Hol 1994). Maximizing 

bonds between receptor and ligand can lead to disfavorable changes in entropy. This phenomenon is 

known as enthalpy-entropy compensation (Gilli et al., 1994). 

2.1.5 Van der Waals interactions and London dispersion forces 

 Van der Waals interactions are very short range as well as being short living forces between atoms. 

The interaction is called London dispersion forces if no dipole moments exist between atoms. For very 
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short distances, Van der Waals interactions become a highly repulsive force since two atoms cannot be 

located at exactly the same place in time and space (steric repulsion) (Zumdahl, 2005).  

Each atom has a characteristic Van der Waals radius, which describes how close another atom, can 

approach. Molecules that are formed from atoms with different electronegativity (for example, glycine) 

cause electrons to be distributed unequally in the molecule so that one part of the molecule has a 

positive charge and one part has a negative charge (polarity) which leads to interactions between 

molecules, for example, dipole-ion or dipole-dipole. The observed charge is smaller than the charge of 

an electron and also smaller than in a hydrogen bond. It is usually assumed that electrons of a non-polar 

molecule are equally distributed so that no charge differences arise which is not true. However, 

nonsymmetrical electron distributions and instantaneous dipoles are temporarily formed and the dipole 

moment can induce similar nonsymmetrical distributions in neighboring atoms, which leads to an 

interaction between them (Zumdahl, 2005). 

The role of Van der Waals interactions in biological interactions is to stabilize the contact after 

recognition. Hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions and longer range electrostatic interactions 

recognize the ligand/protein/DNA/drug etc. and lure it to the right place and Van der Waals interactions 

further stabilize the interaction when the two molecules are in close proximity. When the two binding 

partners are fitted to each other perfectly, a maximal amount of Van der Waals interactions is formed 

while binding enthalpy is maximized (Nelson et al., 2005). 

2.2 Biotin-binding proteins 

2.2.1 Avidin 

Avidin has got to be one of the most studied proteins. The reason why this protein is so studied has to 

do with its extremely high binding constant (Kd≈10-15-16 M) towards biotin. Avidin has been found in 

chicken egg white where it is present as a homotetrameric glycoprotein; a sugar moiety is attached to 

Asn-17. Each monomer consists of 128 amino acid residues. The natural role of avidin is thought to be 

an antibacterial agent - this fact is partly supported by the potential of avidin to work as an insecticidal 

(Hinchliffe et al., 2010). It is also known that diets consisting mostly of raw eggs can cause biotin 
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depletion in humans, which potentially can lead to neurological symptoms or developmental problems 

(Green, 1990; Mock et al., 2004; Sealey et al., 2004).  

2.2.1.1 Structure 

Avidin and avidin mutant structures have been solved experimentally and with high resolution a 

number of times (see for example, Livnah et al., 1993; Repo et al., 2006; Rosano et al., 1999). An 

avidin monomer is a β-barrel consisting of antiparallel β-sheets. The biotin binding site is formed of 

eight loop regions at one end of the barrel. Four barrels are joined together so that two biotin binding 

sites are at one end of the tetramer and two at the other end. The structure also contains a disulfide 

bridge, which is thought to be one of the most important reasons why the avidin structure has a fairly 

high stability (Nordlund et al., 2003). The disulfide bond is formed between Cys-4 and Cys-83.  

The biotin binding of one subunit does not alter the ability of other subunits to bind biotin although 

Trp-110 from another subunit participates in binding of a biotin molecule with hydrophobic 

interactions. When a biotin molecule is bound, the affinity of subunits towards each other is increased 

and so is the stability of the tetramer (Livnah et al., 1993). However the cooperativity of d-biotin 

binding is under debate. There are publications supporting co-operative binding (Hyre et al., 2006; 

Sano & Cantor 1990) and publications supporting non-cooperative binding (Kada et al., 1999; Livnah 

et al., 1993).  
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Figure 2: Stereoimages of biotin binding site of AVR2 (A) and Avidin (B). Hydrogen bonds are 
marked with white dotted lines and amino acid residues participating in hydrogen bonding have been 
named. One more hydrogen bond is formed between d-biotin and Avidin, instead of AVR2 and biotin. 
Modified from Hytönen et al. (2005). 
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It is obvious from a closer look at the interfaces between subunits, that avidin is actually a dimer of two 

dimers. Figure 3 clarifies the interactions. Interface between subunits 1 and 2 contributes Trp-110 

residues to biotin binding sites. N-terminal part of β8-strands’ of neighboring subunits form a β-sheet 

(hydrogen bonding) boxed as in Figure 3. The area of interaction between subunits 1 and 2 is 729 Å2 

(Livnah et al., 1993). The strength of interaction depends on biotin binding (Livnah et al., 1993). The 

1-3 interaction is the weakest of the three subunit interfaces and involves only hydrophobic and van der 

Waals interactions between side chains although hydrogen bonds may form between backbone atoms 

(Hytönen et al., 2005). The residues Met-96, Val-115 and Ile-117 from both subunits participate in this 

interaction. The strongest interaction is between subunits 1 and 4. The surface area of the interaction is 

1951Å2 and β-strands 4 to 6 participate in this intricate interaction (Livnah et al., 1993). 

  

Figure 3: A schematic view of the organization of subunits in a tetramer (on the left). The subunits 
have biotin binding sites facing the reader where subunits 3 and 4 have their biotin binding sites 
pointing away from the reader. The 1-2 interface is highlighted with a white box (Avd structure pdb: 
1VYO). 

The stability of avidin has increased with some mutations (Reznik et al., 1996; Nordlund et al., 2003; 

Hytonen et al., 2005). The addition of disulfide bridges between monomers to stabilize the tetramer has 

been noticed as a successful way. The highest thermal stability was reported for a mutant having 

disulfide bridges between subunits 1-3 and 2-4, making a total of 2 new bridges. When four disulfide 

1 3 

2 4 
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bridges were added, two between subunits 1 and 4 and two between subunits 2 and 4, a lowered 

thermal stability was observed when compared to the wild type avidin. When these two modifications 

were combined into a tetramer, an intermediate stability protein was obtained. It seems that the 1-4 

interface is crucial for the stability of the structure and changes to it are not trivial to the design since 

small changes in the orientation of the subunits in relation to each other probably cause a significant 

loss of stability (Nordlund et al., 2003). 

2.2.1.2 Basis for high affinity biotin binding 

Ten hydrogen bonds are formed between biotin and avidin (see Figure 1). They are the basis for the 

tight and specific interaction. The biotin binding cavity of avidin is almost perfectly fitted for biotin: 

even solvent molecules take the shape of biotin in the pocket. The loop residues (36-44) between β-

strands 3 and 4 move freely when no biotin is present but after biotin binding the structure becomes 

rigid and the loop prevents biotin from dissociating from the pocket. The very slow dissociation 

kinetics can probably be explained in terms of this structural block. A huge number of avidin mutants 

have been characterized (Laitinen et al., 2006).  

2.2.2 Avidin related protein 2 

AVR2 (Avidin related protein 2) is one of the biotin binding proteins found in the chicken genome in 

addition to avidin (Ahlroth et al., 2001). The natural role of this biotin binding protein is known to 

relate inflammation: AVR2 mRNA is observed during inflammation reaction (Kunnas et al., 1993). 

AVR2 protein has never been isolated from chicken. Instead, it has been produced as recombinant form 

in insect cells (Laitinen et al., 2002) and in E. coli (Hytönen et al., 2005). 

AVR2 has lower affinity towards biotin but has a higher thermal stability without biotin compared to 

avidin. It poses almost an identical structure with avidin. The structure is a homotetramer whose 

monomers are classical 8 strand !-barrels and each monomer has a biotin binding site at one end 

(Hytönen et al., 2005). 

The lower affinity can be at least partially explained by the lower number of hydrogen bonds formed 

between avidin and biotin (see Figure 2). The binding site of AVR2 is also larger and hydrophobic 

interactions with biotin are not as perfect as in the case of avidin-biotin. Substitution of AVR2’s Ile-
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109 with Lys (corresponding avidin structure) makes the affinity significantly higher (Hytönen et al., 

2005).  

The higher thermal stability of AVR2 is partly explained by the 1–3 subunit interface (see Figure 3 for 

subunit naming): an additional hydrogen bond is potentially formed there compared to avidin although 

moving this interface to avidin only adds slightly to the thermal stability (Hytönen et al., 2005). A 

highly stable chimeric avidin was constructed by substituting the region of avidin between β3- and β5-

strands with sequence from AVR4. This engineering resulted an avidin mutant that had similar stability 

to AVR2 (Hytonen et al., 2005). The sequence of AVR2 and AVR4 on the region in question is 

identical. It is rather clear that the area between β-strands 3 and 5 is crucial for the stability of the 

protein. 

2.2.3  Biotin binding protein A 

BBP-A (Biotin binding protein A) is among the least studied proteins in the avidin family. Only one 

record of it can be found from Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1948 to December Week 4 2010 databases. The 

reason for this is that it was not reliably identified before 2005 (Niskanen et al., 2005). The most likely 

situation is that BBP-A is one of the proteins BBP-I or BBP-II characterized before 2005. The problem 

is that the proteins BBP-I or BBP-II have been mixed up in previous papers (Hytönen et al., 2007).  

The structure of BBP-A is similar to AVR2 and avidin as already presented above. Glycosylated β-

barrel monomers form homotetrameric protein, which is similar in organization to AVR2 and avidin. 

BBP-A is a tempting protein when novel therapeutically utilized proteins are designed since it does not 

cross-react with antibodies against avidin. The thermal stability of BBP-A is low compared to avidin. 

Tetramers may dissociate even at room temperature in the presence of a detergent if biotin is not 

present. No transition temperature for denaturation can be observed without biotin in DSC (differential 

scanning calorimetry) studies. One explanation for this is the notable differences in subunit interfaces. 

The loosely packed 1-3 (for numbering see Figure 3) interface between subunits where bonding is 

disturbed may affect the stability. Also, the most important 1-4 subunit interface is affected although 

the surface area of the interaction is similar; many of the polar residues participating in the interaction 

are mutated when compared to avidin. Moreover, the hydrogen bonding in the 1-4 interaction is 

disturbed (Hytönen et al., 2007). 
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Figure 4: Biotin binding site of BBP-A with biotin (PDB:2C1Q). Residues that have atoms within 4 Å 
distance from biotin are shown. Hydrogen bonds are marked with white dotted lines and amino acid 
residues participating in hydrogen bonding have been named. Note that only one subunit is shown and 
the residue participating in the interaction from another subunit is omitted. 

 

 

BBP-A has lower affinity towards biotin when compared to avidin.  The biotin binding site is very 

similar to avidin; the residues in the binding site have almost identical locations (see Figures 2 and 4). 

In total, 9 hydrogen bonds are formed between d-biotin and BBP-A. The change in hydrogen bonding 
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is due to the fact that hydrogen bonds to peptide bond between Thr-38 and Ala-39 and to side chain of 

Thr-40 are not possible. A new hydrogen bond is formed to Glu-102. The lowered affinity is partly 

explained by this fact. Authors also speculate that since BBP-A is also able to bind d-biotin d-

sulfoxide, the structure could be more labile and flexible due to the changes in sequence. The flexibility 

could explain the fast dissociation kinetics (Hytönen et al., 2007). 

2.2.4 Non-biotin ligands for avidin-like proteins 

 

Figure 5: Stuctures of d-biotin (A), 2-iminobiotin (B), desthiobiotin (C), HABA (D) and 8-
oxoguonosine (E). All presented structures are known to bind to avidin. Structures were drawn with 
ACD/ChemSketch.  
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2.2.4.1 2-iminobiotin  

The structure of 2-iminobiotin differs from the d-biotin structure so that the carbonyl group on the 

ureido ring has been changed to a tertiary amine (see Figure 5). A structure of strepavidin in complex 

with 2-iminobiotin has been solved with high resolution (pdb: 2RTN) (Katz, 1997). 

The lower affinity of biotin binding proteins towards 2-iminobiotin makes it a valuable tool in avidin-

biotin technology: the binding of 2-iminobiotin is a reversible process and it can be regulated with pH. 

2-iminobiotin affinity chromatography makes it possible to purify biotin binding proteins in one-step 

(Orr, 1981, Orr et al., 1986).  

The pH dependency of 2-iminobitin can be partly explained with changes in its charge (protonation). 2-

iminobiotin’s ring structure does not carry charge at high pH (pKa 11,5-12) and in these conditions the 

binding is strong since hydrogen bonds between the ring (amine group and avidin) are possible to form 

in a similar way than those with d-biotin’s carbonyl oxygen (Green, 1966, Katz, 1997). At low pH the 

ring becomes charged (protonated) and its related hydrogen bonds are disturbed. In addition, some 

changes in the binding pocket most probably happen at low pH. The interaction with d-biotin is 

relatively pH-independent though (Katz, 1997). Most probably, the interaction between avidin and d-

biotin is so strong that it is able to reverse most of the changes induced by pH or prevents observation 

of them. 

There is no simple reason why the affinity towards 2-iminobiotin is overall lower. Most probably, a 

combination of multiple factors determines the affinity though the differences most likely reside in the 

heterocyclic ends of the ligands where their structures differ. Suggested theories include better 

solubility for 2-iminobiotin (Katz, 1997), the lack of co-operation among hydrogen bonds (Tong et al., 

2010) and that avidin and especially the biotin binding pocket repels positively charged molecules 

which is also the reason for pH dependency of 2-iminobiotin binding (Green, 1966).  

2.2.4.2 Desthiobiotin 

The tetrahydrothiophene ring present in the d-biotin structure is missing from the desthiobiotin 

structure and therefore desthiobiotin is a smaller molecule (see Figure 4) that does not fill the binding 

site of biotin binding protein effectively. It is probable that hydrogen bonds between protein and 
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desthiobiotin are disturbed. The binding of desthiobiotin is a reversible process and can be covalently 

linked similarly to DNA, proteins and other biomolecules as tag as biotin can be. The tag can be used 

in different methods in modern biology in conjugation with (strep)avidin. The benefit of using 

desthiobiotin as a tag compared to 2-iminobiotin is that no extreme pHs are needed as elution 

conditions can be rather mild since only excess of d-biotin is needed (Hirsch et al., 2002; Chen et al., 

2010; Sakamoto et al., 2008; van Doorn et al., 2009). 

No structure of avidin or related protein in complex with desthiobiotin has been solved. The lowered 

affinity can probably be explained by the fact that hydrogen bonds, which normally form to ureido 

oxygen or to the carboxyl end, are distorted. The desthiobiotin molecule is smaller than biotin and one 

end will inevitably be too far away for efficient hydrogen bonding while other interactions are most 

probably suboptimal.   

2.2.4.3 DNA binding 

 Avidin has a positive charge at physiological conditions (pI≈9) while DNA has a negative charge. It is 

generally thought that at least some unspecific interactions between DNA and avidin are formed. There 

are evidence that avidin is able to 

recognize some nucleotides with the 

biotin binding pocket at high 

specificity and affinity (Conners et 

al., 2006, Struthers et al., 1998). 

There is also an international patent 

covering all biotin binding proteins 

in recognition of oxidative damaged 

DNA and a commercial ELISA type 

kit to quantify the amount of 

oxidized DNA (Conners et al., 2006, 

Thomas, 1996). 

The structures of avidin in complex with 8-oxodeoxyguanosine and 8-oxodeoxyadesonine have been 

solved as PDB entries 2A5B and 2A5C, respectively (Conners et al., 2006). The orientations in which 

 

Figure 6: The structures of avidin in complex with 8-
oxodeoxyguanosine (A) and 8-oxodeoxyadesonine (B). 
Adapted from Conners et al. (2006).  
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the ligands are bound seem different (see Figure 6). 8-oxoguanosine fills the place of the ring structure 

of a biotin whereas in the structure with 8-oxodeoxyadesonine the ribose moiety is in the same place. 

Dissociation constants, measured with fluorescence spectroscopy, suggest that the binding in solution is 

four to five times stronger for 8-oxodeoxyadesonine (Kd=24±16 µM) than for 8-oxodeoxyguanosine 

(Kd=117±39 µM) (Conners et al., 2006). The previous detection of tight interaction only with 8-

oxodeoxyguanosine is probably caused by the fact that 8-oxodeoxyguanosine has been easier to obtain 

than other oxidized nucleotides.  

2.3 Theoretical background of used methods 

2.3.1 Isothermal titration calorimetry 

The idea behind studying interactions without any labels by isothermal titration calorimetry is simple. 

A solution containing the higher molecular weight compound participating in the interactions is placed 

into the sample cell. The smaller molecule is added to the cell in small batches (titration). When the 

small molecule is added, a shift in the equilibrium of the sample cell happens. A portion of added 

molecule binds to the bigger molecule and the amount of heat is either released (exothermic reaction) 

or absorbed (endothermic reaction). As explained earlier (section 2.1.1), in constant pressure the 

amount of heat is equal to the change in enthalpy, ΔH.   

Since the change in temperature is very small, it cannot be directly measured. Instead the instrument 

measures the difference in temperature between two cells, the reference cell and the sample cell (see 

Figure 7). In addition, the temperature inside the adiabatic jacket is measured during the measurement. 

The ITC instrument maintains the lowest possible temperature difference between the sample cell and 

the reference. The temperature inside the adiabatic jacket is kept constant (isothermal process) and also 

lower than in the cells to keep heat flowing out of the cells. A simple way to describe the function of an 

ITC instrument is to say that it measures the energy needed to keep both cells at exactly the same 

temperature. In practice, the user defines a constant heating power that is applied to both cells. If the 

reaction is exothermic, a lower setting is used and if the reaction is endothermic a larger power is 

applied. The instrument lowers the power going in to the sample cell if exothermic reaction happens 

and if endothermic reaction is observed the power is increased. The change in the amount of energy 
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guided to the cells is recorded with a computer. Since the equilibrium is reached after each addition of 

ligand, the recorded figure is a series of spikes. The area of spike depends on the state of the system in 

the cell. The recorded energy lowers as the equilibrium is reached. Since only known volumes of 

solutions with known concentrations are added to the cell, the concentrations of each reactant can be 

calculated at any given time. The change in enthalpy can always be integrated as the area of spike and 

normalized to concentration (Jelesarov & Bosshard 1999, Liang Y, 2008, Velazquez-Campoy et al., 

2004).  

 

Figure 7: Schematic presentation of ITC instrument: 1. Sample cell 2. Reference cell 3. Area 
insulated from outside heat source (adiabatic jacket) 4. Automatic injector and mixer 5. The sensor 
measuring difference in temperature between cells which is connected to a computer. The heating 
elements that actually measure the temperatures are omitted from the picture as well as computer. Note 
also that the cell shape varies with different instruments. Lollipop shaped cells are drawn here.  
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If a simple and most common situation is studied ! + ! !"#$"#%
PL where P is protein, L ligand added in 

fixed volume batches and PL complex formed as ligand is added, the amount of heat after (area of a 

peak) injection i is!∆!! = ∆!!"#$"#% + ∆!!"##$%"&' + ∆!!"#$%&'('&. The dilution and other unspecific 

energies can be subtracted from the results if they are known. For example, the signal caused by the 

dilution of a ligand can be measured with titration of ligand to buffer. Then the previous equation can 

be presented in the following form: 

∆!! − ∆!!"##$%"&' − ∆!!"#$%&'('& = ∆!!"#$"#% = ∆!!!!"## !" ! !![3] 

  

In the equation [3], Vcell is the volume of the sample in the cell and [PL]i is the concentration of the 

ligand protein complex in the cell. ΔHb is the change in enthalpy associated with the binding reaction. 

The concentration of PL is unknown so it must be presented with P and L concentrations. Both 

concentrations can be calculated at titration i: 

!! = ! ! 1− !
!

!
!![4] 

!! = ! ! 1− 1− !
!

!
!![5] 

In these equations [4] and [5], [P]0  describes the concentration in the sample cell before any titrations 

and [L]0
 the concentration at the injector during the titration, v is the volume of an injection and V is 

the volume of the cell. It is possible to present [PL] through the law of mass action and since no mass is 

lost during chemical reactions it can be presented as follows: 

(! !!"! − !" !
!" !

)! − !! !!"! − !" !
!" !

∙ 1+ 1
!!! !!

+ !!
! !!

+ ! !! !! = 0!!!![6] 

 

[Ltot] is a combined concentration of free and bound L, and KA is the association constant. A parameter 

n is added to the equation [6] and it can be used to determine the stoichiometry of the reaction. The 

equations [3] and [6] create linkage between Δq, ∆!! and KA. In an optimal case, the equation [6] can 

be solved with high certainty using non-linear numerical regression and both ∆!! and KA can be 
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obtained. Although this is only possible when the binding affinity is moderate, it is not the case with 

avidin-biotin interaction (Cooper A, 1999, Jelesarov & Bosshard 1999, Pierce et al., 1999, Velazquez-

Campoy et al., 2004). 

ITC is suitable to directly determine affinities in a limited range (102-109 M-1) although calorimetric 

enthalpy can always be determined (Tellinghuisen J, 2008, Wiseman et al., 1989). These limitations 

can be circumvented in some cases by using competitive binding techniques (Roselin et al., 2010). A 

parameter called c determines the so-called K window where the determination of association constant 

is possible.  

! = ! !!!!!![7]!!! 

 

In equation [7], [P]0 describes the concentration in the sample cell before any titrations and KA is the 

association constant. Determining the KA is possible when c is between 1 and 1000 (Wiseman et al., 

1989). This means that the concentration needs to be lower when binding is stronger and vice versa. 

When the concentrations are low enough for strong interaction to fit in to the K window, the energies 

produced in the sample cell during titration are too small to be detected reliably. The exact 

concentration limit depends on the instrument’s signal to noise ratio and on the enthalpy of the 

interaction (Wiseman et al., 1989). The limit of current instruments is Ka ~109 when the binding 

enthalpy needs to be at a minimum of 10 kcal/mol (calculated based on the information provided by 

GE Healthcare). For low affinities, the concentrations need to be very high where the solubility and 

availability of materials become a limiting factor (Tellinghuisen J, 2008). 

2.3.2 Surface plasmon resonance 

Instruments that utilize surface plasmon resonance (SPR) are label free tools to measure kinetics of 

interaction reactions and through them association and dissociation constants. Probably the most 

known brand of instruments is Biacore (GE Healthcare) (Scarano et al., 2010).  

Plasmons are a type of electromagnetic waves that can be induced on metal surfaces. When an SPR 

biosensor is in question, the waves are induced by light into an interface between an optical prism and a 

metal (Piliarik et al., 2009). When the prism reflects the light, an evanescence field is induced at the 
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place of reflection, which in turn induces the plasmon waves into the gold film. Plasmons are extremely 

sensitive to changes in dielectric properties within their penetration depth (200 nm beyond the metal) 

(Paul et al., 2009). The amount of energy directed to the plasmons and reflected as light to the detector 

depends heavily on the conditions near and on the surface (Paul et al., 2009). Energy is moved from the 

light to the surface and the amount of light reaching the detector changes when changes on the surface 

occur. Conditions on the surface can be monitored as the intensity of the light reaching the detector 

changes or with CCD camera (Homola, 2008, Paul et al., 2009). Also, the optimal angle of incident 

light that causes most of the energy direction to plasmons can be tracked with some of the instruments 

(Homola, 2008). However, the Biacore X instrument measures changes in multiple incident angels 

simultaneously but the angles themselves are fixed (Biacore AB, 2001).  See Figure 8 for configuration 

of the instrument.  

 

Figure 8: (a) Schematic illustration of SPR sensor. A light beam travels through prism and meets the 
gold layer with an angel θ. (b) The changes seen in the reflected light when there are changes in the 
proximity of the sensor surface. Modified from Hoa et al.  (2007). 

The sensor surface is usually functionalized so that coupling it with biomolecules is easy. 

Polysaccharide matrix is common on the metal surface so that a large number of molecules of interest 

can be immobilized on the surface. The matrix has often a complex chemical structure and can change 

shape. Therefore, it is important to do comparative measurements by using the same chip and with 

minimal amount of time separating the measurements to obtain the best possible results (Biacore AB, 

2001).  
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Figure 9: Typical sensorgrams from SPR experiments. A higher change in signal is seen when a 
specific interaction is observed. Smaller changes are induced by changes in the running buffer (No 
interactions). Modified from Scarano et al. (2010). 
 

Typical measurements curves (sensorgrams) are presented in Figure 9. During a measurement, a 

constant flow of buffer is maintained and injections of ligand or protein can be made. The baseline is 

obtained by running a measurement buffer through the system. When injection starts, a rapid 

association is seen when the signal rises. The signal levels off when equilibrium is reached: a portion of 

the binding sites on surface is occupied and a constant concentration in the cell and on the surface 

remains as the surface is saturated and the injected solution has a fixed concentration. As the injection 

ends, the dissociation phase begins as the concentration of the interacting partner in the cell drops and 

signal starts to return to baseline level. A Langmuir binding model is typically fitted to the results and 

dissociation and association rate constants can be determined (Paul et al., 2009; Piliarik et al., 2009; 

Scarano et al., 2010). 

2.3.3 Differential scanning calorimetry of biological samples 

The structure of a DSC instrument closely resembles the structure of an ITC instrument (see Figure 11) 

(Privalov & Dragan 2007). The idea behind the instrument is that the difference in temperature between 

the cells is directly proportional to the difference in the rate of heat uptake from the sample and 

reference while the cells are heated with power that produce identical thermal gradients (scan rate) 

(Bruylants et al., 2005). If a disturbance in the gradient is observed, a larger power is applied and the 
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adjustments needed to keep the gradients identical as well as the time points are recorded. Since the 

scan rate is known, the time points can be presented as temperature (Bruylants et al., 2005). The 

volume of the cell is constant and temperature is controlled. The measurement cell is pressurized to 

prevent boiling but free to change as a function of the temperature (Plotnikov et al., 2002).  

Protein denaturation causes a disturbance in the thermal gradient of the sample cell. Protein 

denaturation consumes heat similarly as in the melting of ice. A bigger power is applied to the sample 

cell than to a reference cell to compensate the heat loss associated with unfolding. The difference in 

power between cells is recorded. Heat is absorbed when internal bonds and connections with other 

proteins or ligand are lost. The change in transition temperature can therefore be used as a 

measurement of proteins thermal stability, e.g. protein mutants can be compared with each other in 

regard to (thermal) stability. Ligand binding increases the interactions within the protein-ligand 

complex so a change in the temperature difference is proportional to the strength of the interaction. 

Even though the difference describes mainly the enthalpic contribution to the interaction. It is possible 

to organize ligands or receptors in the order of affinity (Bruylants et al., 2005, Gill et al., 2010, Privalov 

& Dragan 2007, Spink, 2008). 

As always with calorimetry, a mathematical model based on thermodynamics is needed to analyze the 

results in more detail. Fitting a thermo dynamical model to the resulting thermogram requires that the 

observed denaturation is reversible fully or partly, otherwise the measured parameters are not 

thermodynamically valid (Brandts & Lin 1990). When the results are not thermodynamically valid, 

they can be used in comparing proteins or ligands to each other within a series of measurements with 

fixed protein, ligand and buffer concentrations (Privalov & Dragan 2007).   
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Figure 10: The parameters that can be obtained from a single DSC measurement. On the right, an 
optimal normalized denaturation curve where denaturation happens during a temperature shift of ~20 
degrees and where heat capacities (Cp) before and after denaturation are relatively constant.  The right 
side picture shows how the concentration of intact protein ([N]) and denaturated protein ([D]) change 
as the temperature rises: the transition midpoint temperature (Tm) is the point where equal amounts of 
denaturated and intact protein exist. For an explanation of ΔHvH and ΔHcal, see the text.  Source of the 
picture: GE DSC training material. 

The transition midpoint temperature (Tm) is the most known result of DSC analysis. The higher is the 

Tm, the higher the thermal stability of the protein in the used buffer formulation. Tm is dependent on the 

protein concentration when the studied protein is an oligomer (Tm typically rises with concentration in 

such cases). If Tm is inversely proportional to the protein concentration, the protein aggregates after 

denaturation. If the stoichiometric concentration of suspected ligand shifts the Tm higher, more than 2 

degrees it is generally thought to be an indication of specific binding (Plotnikov et al., 2002).  

Two types of enthalpy can be determined from DSC experiments. A calorimetric enthalpy is a 

concentration experiment specific enthalpy where it is always obtained. Calorimetric enthalpy (ΔHcal) 

is the area under the peak limited by a theoretical base line (user drawn). A thermodynamically valid 

van’t Hoff enthalpy (ΔHvH) is obtained when the measurement has been performed in 
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thermodynamically valid conditions. The van’t Hoff enthalpy is not concentration-dependent and is 

only dependent on the shape of the denaturation curve (the right side of Figure 10). Van’t Hoff 

enthalpy is also the enthalpy determined by other methods such as fluorescence denaturation studies 

(Ibarra-Molero & Sanchez-Ruiz 2006).  

A method has been published to determine the binding constant directly from DSC measurements for 

strong and extremely high binding constants (108<Ka<1040) (Brandts & Lin 1990). The requirements 

for binding affinity determination are: (1) a change in heat capacity is obtained; (2) denaturation is a 

reversible two-state process (valid thermodynamics); and (3) the measurement is done with and without 

the ligand (Brandts & Lin 1990).   

 

Figure 11: Schematic structure of DSC 
measurement cells on a capillary device. The 
capillary cells are coiled around silver cylinders. 
The cylinders function as the heater units as well 
as to detect the temperature surrounding the cells. 
Peltier device controls the surrounding conditions. 
Source of the picture: GE DSC training material 
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3 Aims of the research 

The main aim of the study was to characterize novel biotin binding proteins created with DNA 

shuffling and selected by phage display by Barbara Niederhauser. In particular, we aimed at 

characterizing their ligand-binding properties. The second objective was to detect structural 

features of these proteins, which could be used in rational mutagenesis or which could help us to 

understand the previous notions from the features of the avidin protein family.  
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4 Methods 

4.1 Used solutions 

pH11 buffer: 
50 mM Na2CO3 
1 M NaCl 
 
pH 4 buffer: 
50 mM sodium acetate 
pH adjusted to 4.0 with 1 M acetic acid 
 
ITC buffer pH7: 
50 mM NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 
100 mM NaCl 
pH adjusted to 7.0 
 
2xSDS-PAGE sample buffer: 
125 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8 
4 % SDS 
20 % glycerol 
10 % β-mercaptoethanol 
0.004% bromophenol blue 
 
Coomassie brilliant blue staining solution: 
0.05% (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 
40 % (v/v) ethanol 
10 % (v/v) glacial acetic acid 
50 % H20 
 
15 % SDS-PAGE (resolving gel): 
2.3 ml H2O 
5.0 ml 30 % acrylamide mix (Biorad) 
29.2 %  acrylamide, 0.8 % N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide 
2.5 ml 1,5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.8 
100 µl 10 % SDS 
100 µl 10 % APS 
4 µl TEMED 
 
5 % percentage SDS-PAGE (stacking gel): 
2.1 ml H2O 
0.5 ml 30 % acrylamide mix (Biorad) 
29.2 %  acrylamide, 0.8 % N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide 
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380 µl 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 
30 µl 10 % SDS 
30 µl 10 % APS 
3 µl TEMED 
 
Natriumborate buffer pH 8.5 
0.1 M Boric acid 
pH adjusted with 10 M NaOH to 8.5 
 

4.2 Protein production and purification 

Cell mass for the purification of proteins was prepared with two different strategies. Cell mass for wild 

type bacterial avidins was produced by transforming E. coli BL21-DE3 cells with phagemid vector 

carrying cDNA encoding for avidin core and pelB signal sequence. Alternatively, E. coli BL21-AI cells 

were transformed with pET101/D-TOPO (Invitrogen) carrying avidin core and ompA signal sequence. 

The Enpresso medium system (Biosilta, Finland) was used according to the protocol recommended by 

the manufacturer to produce both types of avidin in bottles.  

Cell mass for other proteins was produced by transforming E. coli BL21-DE3 cells with phagemid 

vector carrying pelB signal sequence and avidin mutant encoding sequence. The cell culturing was 

done in Bioreactor core facility at the University of Tampere according to their default protocols for 

utilizing pilot-scale fermentor (Labfors Infors 3) and pO2-stat controlled fed batch culture in mineral 

salt medium, essentially as described in (Määttä et al., 2011). Cells were collected with centrifugation 

and weighted. BBP-A was obtained from the Molecular biotechnology group at Tampere University.  

The cell mass was suspended into the pH11 buffer solution so that concentration of cells was 0.1g/ml 

according to wet weight from the core facility bioreactor production. Per purification, 1 to 2 liters of 

bacterial suspension was prepared. The cells were homogenized twice with Emulsiflex C3 high 

pressure cell lyser (Avestin, Germany) and the homogenization peak pressure was set to >15 000 psi. If 

the cell lyser failed to process the sample, the cells were homogenized with high-power VCX500 

Sonicator on an ice bath (5 s on/2 s off; 60 % amplitude; 2x10 min/liter of sample). After 

homogenization, the genomic DNA was sheared with vigorous shaking if the samples were viscous. 

The samples were then clarified with centrifugation at 15,000 g for 40 minutes (RC28S, Sorvall). The 
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supernatant was collected and filtered through cheese cloth and pH adjusted to 10,5-11,0 with 10 M 

NaOH.   

4-6 ml of pH11 buffer-washed 2-iminobiotin resin (Affiland, Belgium) was added to the pH-adjusted 

supernatant as 50 % suspension in pH11 buffer (total added volume 8-12 ml). The supernatant was 

placed on a gentle mixing for at least two hours at +4 oC.  After incubation, the resin was collected with 

centrifugation and washed three times with pH11 buffer. The resin was moved to a column with pH11 

buffer and the protein was eluted in 1 ml fractions with pH4 buffer. A/A2p1 was eluted with 2 M acetic 

acid since pH4 buffer and lower concentrations (0.5 and 1.0 M) of acetic acid failed to elute the 

protein. Absorbance from the fractions at 280 nm was measured with Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo 

Scientific, USA) using 2 µl sample volume.  

The quality of the protein was assessed with SDS-PAGE. A 10 µl sample was taken from all fractions 

containing protein. 10 µl 2xSDS-PAGE sample buffer was added to each sample after which the 

samples were treated at 98 oC for 5 minutes. 10 µl of the treated sample was loaded on a 5% stacking 

and 15% resolving SDS-PAGE gel. The gel was driven with 110 V for 15-20 minutes until a uniform 

front had formed. After which the gel was driven with 190 V for 40-60 minutes so that the loading dye 

reached the end of the gel. The gels were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue staining solution and 

destained with 10 % acetic acid and 50 % ethanol solution. The destaining solution was changed once. 

Finally, the destaining solution was changed to water and the gel was left to rehydrate. After hydration, 

the gel was placed between transparent films and scanned.  

4.3 Biacore experiments 

4.3.1 2-iminobiotin  

4.3.1.1 Preparation of the measurement chip 

2-iminobiotin (Sigma-Aldrich) was immobilized on a CM5 chip (GE Healthcare). The flow rate of 

Biacore X (GE Healtcare/Biacore Ab, Sweden) was set to 5 µl/min, flow scheme was set to cell 2 only. 

A fresh 1:1 mixture from 0.4 M 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) (Fluka, 

#03450) in water and 0.1 M N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Fluka, #56480) in water was made. The 
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CM5 surface was activated with injection of 50 µl of the mixture. 50 µl injection of 1 M 

etylenediamide (Fluka, #03550) in water followed. Final injection was 50 µl of 14 mM 2-iminobiotin 

incubated for 30 minutes with 0,2 M EDC and 0,05 NHS in 27 mM natriumphosphate buffer pH 6,5. 

Unreacted groups were inactivated with 50 µl injection of 1 M ethanolamine. All the solutions were 

clear and equilibrated at room temperature when injected. The cell surface 1 was left untreated. 

Injections with proteins and biotin were made to ensure the specificity of the surface; virtually no 

unspecific binding was observed in the reference subtracted sensorgram in a presence of 1 M NaCl at 

pH 11.  

4.3.1.2 Kinetic assay  

The protein was dialyzed to pH 11 buffer. A dilution series containing ten different concentrations of 

protein from 10 µM to 0.2 µM was done to pH 11 buffer. The flow rate of the instrument was set to 40 

µl/min, temperature to 25 oC, flow scheme to FC1-2, reference cell was set to CH1, and data collection 

rate was set to 1 Hz. 

A new sensorgram was started and for each concentration, 500 s of baseline was recorded to obtain a 

stable baseline. Equal length in baseline between measurements increases the reproducibility. The 

sample loop was loaded with 100 µl of the sample and 2 air bubbles (following the recommended 

protocol in the Biacore X manual). 70 µl of the sample was injected with wash procedure containing 

300 s delay. 

The surface was regenerated with 0,5 M acetic acid solution injection: the sample loop was loaded with 

100 µl acetic acid solution, 70 µl was injected and the loop was then washed immediately. 

4.3.1.3 Data handling 

Due to imperfect behaviour of the mutants during the measurements, five user-selected sensorgrams 

(different concentrations) per protein were selected to be used in the determination of kinetic 

parameters. The selection was made by visual inspection of the curves. The following criteria were 

used: (1) measurement was successful without abnormalities during 300 s of dissociation for all the 

mutants; and (2) concentrations were high enough so that dissociation and association were clearly 
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seen. The concentrations used for data evaluation are similar between proteins and cover the range 

from 6 µM to 0.25 µM.  

The results were analyzed with BIAevaluation 4.1.1 (GE Healtcare/Biacore Ab, Sweden). The 

reference subtracted cell 2 signal was used in the analyses. All air bubbles, regeneration or other 

abnormalities, were deleted from the sensorgrams, baseline was set to zero (Y-transfrom/Zero at 

Average of selection) and curves were aligned with X-transform/Curve Alignment. Global separate 

Langmuir 1:1 fits were made to obtain association/dissociation rate constants. The selection of data to 

separate fitting was highly subjective while changing the starting/ending point of the fit even by just a 

few seconds changes the result notably. A similar range from the data was selected for the analysis of 

all the studied proteins. 

4.3.2 DNA and Cysteine binding 

4.3.2.1 Surface preparation 

A 5’ thiol-modified oligonucleotide 5’-GTCAGCCACTTTCTGGC-3’ (Eurogentec/Oligold) was 

immobilized on a CM5 chip. The oxidative state of the nucleotide was unknown.  

The flow rate of Biacore X (GE Healtcare/Biacore Ab, Sweden) was set to 5 µl/min, flow scheme was 

set to cell 2 only. A fresh 1:1 mixture from 0.4 M 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 

(EDC) (Fluka, #03450) in water and 0.1 M N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Fluka, #56480) in water 

was made. The CM5 surface was activated with injection of 50 µl of the mixture. 50 µl injection of 1 

M etylenediamide (Fluka #03550) in water followed.  

NHS-PEO2-Maleimide (Thermo scientific, #22102) linker was used to couple the aminogroup with the 

thiol group. A 250 mM stock solution in DMSO of the linker was diluted to sodiumborate buffer pH 

8.5 to 50 mM concentration just before injection. 35 µl of the diluted linker solution was injected. 80 µl 

1 mM solution of the oligonucleotide was injected to the surface. Unreacted groups were inactivated 

with 35 µl injection of 50 mM cysteine in 1 M NaCl in pH 4 buffer. The cell 1 (flowscheme cell 1 

only) was treated similarly but the injection of oligonucleotide was skipped.   
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4.3.2.2 Kinetic assay  

A dilution series containing ten different concentrations per protein from 50 µM to 100 nM was done to 

ITC pH 7 buffer. The flow rate of the instrument was set to 40 µl/min, temperature to 25 oC, flow 

scheme to FC1-2, reference cell was set to CH1, and data collection rate was set to 1 Hz. 

A new sensorgram was started for each concentration. 250 s of baseline was recorded to obtain stable 

baseline. The sample loop was loaded with 90 µl of the sample and 2 air bubbles (the recommended 

protocol in the Biacore X manual). 55 µl of the sample was injected with wash procedure containing 

300 s delay. 

The surface was regenerated with 1 M NaCl 50 mM NaOH injection: the sample loop was loaded with 

100 µl solution while 70 µl was injected and the loop was washed immediately after injection. With 

bAvd and bAvd pelB injections, the surface was regenerated with injections of 0.5 % SDS (Biacore 

desorb solution 1, Biacore Ab, Sweden). 

4.3.2.3 Data handling 

The very high signal produced most of mutants and the fact that one mutant bound to cysteine-

functionalized surfaced. Kinetic models were only fitted to the bAVD pelBs dissociation phase (Global 

separate Langmuir 1:1 to dissociation phase) to better represent the two observed phases. A reference 

was only subtracted for the determination of kinetic parameters for bAVD pelB. Reference was not 

subtracted from the measurements when any other analyses based on DNA-coated chip were made. 

This is because cysteine binding made it impossible to measure control sensorgram. Therefore, the 

DNA binding results were qualitatively analyzed: if a notable positive change in signal was seen during 

injection a + was awarded, if dissociation lasted over 300 s, meaning that the signal was not returned 

back to zero before the wash on concentrations higher than 0.7 µM, another + was awarded, and if the 

regeneration required harsh conditions an additional + was awarded. The results are presented 

respectively and – replaces + if the condition was not fulfilled.  

In order to study biotin binding site involvement in DNA and cysteine binding injections with d-biotin 

were done. 7 µM protein solutions were injected with and without biotin (21 µM) present. The results 
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were analyzed by finding the maximum response value for both injections with and without d-biotin. 

The fraction of signal remaining after injection was then calculated with Microsoft Excel.  

Cysteine binding was also assessed from the shape of reference-subtracted sensorgrams. Cys binding 

mutant produced curves with a completely different shape to other studied proteins. At high protein 

concentrations, normal-looking sensorgrams were produced. At intermediate concentrations, upside 

turned (reference substracted) sensorgrams were observed, which indicated higher binding to the 

reference cell compared to DNA-coated cell. At low concentrations, an extremely low change in signal 

was seen after injection.  

4.4 ITC-experiments 

VP-ITC titration calorimeter (Microcal Inc., Northampton, MA) was used to measure thermodynamic 

effect, which is mostly associated with ligand binding. After binding equilibrium had been reached, the 

injections could not be separated from background noise. Both ligand-to-buffer and buffer-to-protein 

titrations produce negligible thermodynamic effect.  

The samples were degassed and heated with mixing near to the measurement temperature (25 oC) to 

prevent air bubble formation. 0.25 mM biotin was injected into the calorimeter cell that contained the 

30 µM protein sample. Before measurement, proteins were dialyzed to ITC pH 7 buffer. The last 

dialysate  was used in the preparation of the ligand solution. Constant stirring at 440 rpm was used, and 

reference power was set to 15 µCal/sec. Thirty 10 µl injections were made with 240 s intervals except 

the volume of the first injection which was 2 µl. 

Since the binding affinity towards biotin is very high in the case of the studied proteins, only the 

measured enthalpy and stoichiometry can be reliably obtained. 7.0 ORIGIN software (Microcal Inc., 

Northampton, MA) was used to determine the amount of heat released during the binding reaction. 

“One Set of Sites” fitting was used for all the studied proteins. 

4.5 DSC-experiments 

Automated VP-Capillary DSC System (Microcal Inc., Northampton, MA/GE Healthcare, Sweden) was 

used to study thermal stability and ligand binding properties of studied proteins. The samples were 
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degassed without mixing and stored at +5 oC until they were loaded into the instrument. Scanning 

speed was set to 120 oC/h; starting temperature was 20 oC, and final temperature was 135 oC. PreScan 

thermostat was set to 10 minutes and PostScan thermostat was set to 0 minutes. A filtering period of 5 

seconds was used and the feedback mode/gain was set to low. One repeat measurement (rescan) was 

made.  

Proteins were dialyzed either to ITC pH 7 buffer (scans with biotin and cysteine) or to pH 11 buffer 

(scans with 2-iminobiotin). Protein concentration in the cell was 7 µM and the ligand was added to 21 

µM concentration. Ligand was also added to the reference cell when it was present in the sample cell. 

The results were analyzed with Origin 7.0 DSC software suite.  

4.6 Homology modeling and figures 

Homology models were created with MODELLER (Fiser et al., 2000; Marti-Renom et al., 2000; Sali & 

Blundell 1993). A sequence alignment of AVR2 and/or AVD with the studied mutants was made in 

PIR format. 1VYO (wtAVD) and 1WBI (AVR2) PDB structures were used as the basis for homology 

modeling. For A/Bp2, only 1VYO was used as template but for other mutants both structures were 

used. From the five calculated models, the one with the best DOPA scores was selected for 

visualization purposes. The models were visualized with VMD 

(http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/) (Humphrey et al., 1996) and Swiss-PdbViewer (Guex & 

Peitsch 1997).  

Molecular weights and pIs of the target proteins were calculated with ProtParam (Walker, 2005). 
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5 Results 

5.1 Biotin and 2-iminobiotin binding  

As seen from Tables 1, 2, 4 and 5, the affinity of the mutants towards d-biotin and 2-iminobiotin is 

lowered substantially when compared to avidin. AVR2 had no measurable affinity towards 2-

iminobiotin, and of the studied proteins, BBP-A has the lowest measurable affinity towards 2-

iminobiotin.  

However, it seems that the affinity towards 2-iminobiotin can be negligible while a reasonably high 

affinity towards d-biotin exists, as it is the case with A/Bp9. Similar behavior is previously reported for 

AVR2 (Hytönen et al., 2005). Indeed, A/Bp9’s sequence closely resembles AVR2 sequence (see Figure 

1).  

In the Table 5, the results of ITC titrations of the mutants and avidin with d-biotin are shown. The 

results suggest that the biotin binding enthalpy is lowered substantially for the mutants A/Bp2, A/A2n5 

and A/Bp9. A biotin binding enthalpy of A/A2p1 could not be determined reliably (see section 5.2.2). 

For A/Bp2, A/A2n5 and A/Bp9, this observation suggests that a lesser number of weaker bonds are 

formed during the interaction with biotin. The stoichiometry of biotin binding was also obtained. As 

with all previously known biotin binding proteins, one biotin molecule was bound by protein subunit.  

5.2 Thermal stability 

Clearly, a higher thermal stability is measured at pH 7 for A/Bp2, A/A2p1 and slightly higher for 

A/A2n5 than for bAVDs (see Tables 1 and 2) The only mutant having a lower transition temperature 

midpoint (Tm) than AVD is A/Bp9. Interestingly, the thermal stability of A/Bp2 seems to be completely 

vanished at elevated pH whereas A/A2p1 seems to remain stable and A/A2n5 has higher transition 

temperature midpoint at pH 11 than at pH 7. All the denaturations were irreversible.  
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5.3 Cysteine and DNA binding 

 

Figure 12: The unusual shape of Biacore sensorgram in DNA binding 
experiment. A reference-subtracted data is presented (ssDNA surface-Cys surface). 
From the shape of the sensorgram, it was judged that the studied protein also binds 
to the Cys surface.  

 

A novel ligand binding ability was found from the mutants: A/A2n5 showed D-biotin-depended L-

cysteine binding activity. The observation was confirmed with DSC assay (Table 1). The binding 

activity was noticed since cysteine was used to coat the reference surface on a Biacore chip. Cysteine 

was also used to gap unreacted maleimide groups on the DNA surface. The sensorgrams produced by 

the mutant looked anything but ordinary (see Figure 12).  

The bAVD produced with pelB signal sequence seemed to have tendency to adsorb onto the cysteine 

surface. During the association phase (as the flow path was set to injection), the signal started to rise on 

the reference surface. After a rapid dissociation phase, the signal on DNA surface started to rise with 

bAVD (pelB). The shape of the curve was distorted when compared to bAVD (ompA) but in a lesser 

amount than with A/A2n5 (see Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: The DNA-binding of bAVDs. A reference subtracted data is presented (ssDNA surface-
Cys surface). Lowering signal during pel B injection is caused by accumulation of bAVD (pelB) to the 
reference surface, not because the sample is diluted for example. Similarly, the increase in the signal 
after injection in the case of pelB avidin is caused by the dissociation of the protein from reference 
surface. Regeneration of the surface required harsh conditions in both presented cases suggesting a 
strong interaction between the protein and DNA surface. Note the two dissociation phases which are 
marked to the figure in the case of bAVD (ompA).  

 

Two-phase dissociation was detected on DNA binding studies with bAVD (ompA). A faster phase 

(kd≈1.2 s-1) preceded a slower phase (kd≈0.1 s-1). Both wtAVDs had high affinity towards ssDNA since 

getting them to dissociate from the ssDNA surface required harsh conditions. The other studied 

proteins except A/Bp9 had moderate or low affinity towards DNA surface. However, the DNA–binding 

affinities of the mutants cannot be quantitatively compared (for sensorgrams, see appendixes) 

accurately. In the presence of biotin, the signal returns to zero after a very short dissociation phase 

without regeneration with all the studied proteins including the wild type avidins.  
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The interpretation of the percentage columns in Table 3 is not very straightforward. The number does 

not tell how much of the affinity remained, but it tells how much of the signal remained in the presence 

of biotin. Therefore, the percent reflects the involvement of the biotin binding pocket in the DNA 

binding: the lower the percentage, the higher is the participation of biotin binding pocket in the DNA 

binding. The results suggest that biotin binding proteins are able to bind ssDNA specifically with biotin 

binding pocket or that the DNA binding site is overlapping with biotin-binding site.  

 

Table 1: DSC data on thermal stability with d-biotin and cysteine at pH 7  

 Tm w/o btn (oC)  Tm with btn (oC) 
ΔTm 
(oC) Tm with cysteine (oC) 

ΔTm 
(oC) 

bAvidin (ompA) 76.1 ±0.72 118.80 ±0,02 42.63 75.86 ±0.62 -0.31 
bAvidin (pelB) 77.38 ±0.77 118.00 ±0,02 40.62 77.23 ±0.32 -0.15 
A/A2n5 78.86 ±0.82 97.12 ±0,02 18.26 85.46 ±0.3 6.6 
A/Bp9 69.36 ±0.34 83.92  0,02 14.56 69.49 ±0.76 0.13 
A/Bp2 95.53 ±0.03 106.70 ±0,02 11.17 94.47 ±0.55 -1.06 
A/A2p1 92.27 ±0.50 94.52 ±0,30 2.25 92.23 ±0.65 -0.04 
BBP-Aθ N/D N/D 102.20 ±0,02 N/D N/D N/D N/D 
AVR2* 91.3 - 112.5 - 21.2 - - - 
*=Results from (Hytönen et al., 2005). 
θ=Tm could  only be determined with biotin. Multiple peaks were present in all other tested conditions. 

 

 

Table 2:  Midpoint of thermal unfolding determined by DSC at pH 11 for apoprotein and in the 
presence of 2-iminobiotin (2-btn)  
 Tm w/o 2-btn (oC) Tm with 2-btn (oC) ΔTm (oC)  

bAvidin (ompA) 69.58 ±0.14 93.67 ±0.08 24.09 
 

bAvidin (pelB) 69.18 ±0.24 92.05 ±0.17 22.87  
A/A2n5 82.24 ±0.20 83.44 ±0.16 1.20  
A/Bp9 67.6 ±0.22 67.53 ±0.42 -0.23  
A/Bp2 63. 8 ±0.52 67.73 ±0.33 4.25  
A/A2p1 82.57 ±0.31 85.19 ±0.28 2.62  
BBP-A θ N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D  
θ=Tm could  only be determined in the presence of biotin. Multiple peaks were present in all other tested 
conditions including stability with 2-iminobiotin. 
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Table 3: Qualitative Biacore data on L-cysteine and ssDNA surfaces at pH 7 

  Cysteine binding 
Signal remained 
with biotin 

DNA 
Binding  

Signal remained 
with biotin 

bAvidin (ompA) No - +++ 11.77 % 
bAvidin (pelB) No - +++ 29.07 % 
A/Bp2 No - ++- 40.07 % 
A/A2p1 No - ++- 65.40 % 
A/A2n5∞ Yes 49.42 % ++- 4.42 % 
BBP-A No - --- - 
A/Bp9 No - --- - 
∞=The protein had affinity towards Cysteine surface. The concentration on DNA surface is unknown.  

 

 

Table 4: Biacore data on protein kinetics on a 2-iminobiotin surface at pH 11 

  Ka (M-1) Kd (M) kd (s-1) ka (s-1M-1) 
Chi2   
kd|ka 

bAvidin (ompA) 4,30E+07 2,32E-08 5,39E-04 2,32E+04 73,2|23,8 
bAvidin (pelB) 1,84E+07 5,43E-08 9,83E-04 1,81E+04 9,81|25 
A/Bp2 1,34E+07 7,49E-08 6,77E-03 9,04E+04 1,62|3,47 
A/A2p1 3,57E+06 2,80E-07 3,19E-02 1,14E+05 2,14|4,28 
A/A2n5 2,56E+05 3,91E-06 2,10E-01 5,37E+04 6,47|6,37 
BBP-A 9,02E+04 1,11E-05 2,15E-01 1,94E+04 0,15|0,19 
A/Bp9 no measurable affinity Ka<104     
AVR2 no measurable affinity  Ka<104   

 

 

Table 5: ITC data on d-biotin titrations at pH 7  

 n ΔΗ (µCal/Mol) 

bAvidin (ompA) 0,922 -2,29E+04 
bAvidin (pel B) 0,976 -2,29E+04 
A/A2p1 0,970 -2,23E+04 
A/Bp2 0,961 -1,63E+04 
A/A2n5 0,797 -1,47E+04 
A/Bp9 0,942 -1,45E+04 
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5.4 Homology modeling of the mutants 

Figure 14 presents homology models on the biotin binding site of the studied mutants and in addition to 

AVD with bound ligand (pdb: 2AVI). The biotin binding sites of all the mutants are distorted. The 

S16Y seems to fill a large portion of the binding site. The pIs of the mutants were also calculated 

A/A2p1 = 9,63; A/A2n5 = 9,64; A/Bp2 = 9,80; and A/Abp9 = 7,77. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 

 

B 
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D 

 

E

 

C        

Figure 14: The biotin binding pockets of the 
characterized mutants. A=A/A2n5 B=A/A2p1 
C=wtAVD D=A/Bp2 E=A/Bp9 Homology models 
presented with wtAVD structure (pdb:2AVI). Hydrogen 
bonds from biotin to 2AVI structure are marked with 
black dotted lines. The lines represent the wild type 
bonding. When the black dot lines do not contact with 
the structure the bond angles and/or lengths have 
changed from wild type bond and can be expected to be 
weaker. From the pictures A and D can be seen how the 
S16Y mutation potentially blocks the hydrogen 
bonding. In the picture E one can see how proline-70 
may disrupt the interactions between d-biotin and 
A/Bp9. In the case of mutant A/A2p1 (B) no big 
changes in structure can be seen perhaps due to the 
limitations of homology modeling even though many of 
the biotin contacting residues have been mutated. Most 
probably the hydrogen bonding network in A/A2p1 is 
disturbed. 
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6 Discussion  

6.1 Features of the mutants 

6.1.1 Biotin binding  

It is very difficult to raise the affinity of biotin binding proteins towards biotin (Laitinen et al., 2006). 

Only two mutants showing decreased biotin dissociation rate have been described Avd-I117Y 

(Hytonen et al., 2005) and a strepavidin (Chivers et al., 2010). Rational engineering approach is not 

plausible: a high number of H-bonds are formed; the angles and distances are nearly perfect. Indirectly, 

the affinity could possibly be increased by enhancing the thermal stability of the protein, interactions 

between subunits and/or reducing water access to the binding site. However, that would be very 

difficult.  

The affinities of the avidin mutants characterized here are lower since changes are introduced to the 

biotin binding pocket. Most probably any of the mutants cannot from eleven hydrogen bonds with d-

biotin as the wtAVDs can. The measured ligand-binding enthalpies support this notion (for A/A2p1, 

see section 5.2.1). See also Figure 13 for homology models in support of this hypothesis.  

In more detail, A/Bp9 has Ser to Pro substitution at a β5 to β6 loop which most probably means that 

hydrogen bonding to carboxyl tail of biotin is disturbed. Pro residue is known to cause changes in loop 

structures (Krieger et al., 2005). Interestingly, AVR4 has similar Pro substitution in β3- β4 loop, 

reducing the flexibility of the loop and also probably decreasing the ligand-binding affinity. A/A2p1 

has lowered the affinity towards biotin since it has mutations in three residues that participate directly 

in hydrogen bonding: N12D, T38A, and A39D (residue numbering according to avidin sequence). 

A/A2p1 has the lowest affinity towards biotin among the mutants characterized here because of major 

changes in the binding site’s perfect hydrogen binding network.  

A/Bp2 has an S16Y mutation: the affinity is most probably lowered towards ligands because tyrosine 

fills the binding site and competes with the ligand. The same is true for A/A2n5 but it seems additional 
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mutations are partly compensating the changes induced by S16Y mutation or support formation of new 

interactions. A/A2n5 has the highest affinity towards d-biotin of the studied mutants by DSC assay. 

A/A2n5 has the following mutations when compared to AVD sequence: S16Y, N17I, N88S, I117N, 

and L123Q. None of the side chains except Y16 is located closer than 4 Å from the bound biotin in 

homology models. Explaining the affinity increasing roles of the rest of the mutations is therefore 

difficult. To better understand their effects, a series of avidin mutants should be built where the 

mutations are inserted in to wtAVD sequence one by one. However, even this might not completely 

solve the puzzle. This situation nicely points out the beauty of DNA shuffling method in protein 

engineering: multiple sites can be modified simultaneously and co-operativity of the mutations can be 

obtained.  

The most probable reason why high affinity binders were not characterized is that they were not eluted 

during the phage display selection. One has to be extremely careful when eluting phages that display 

proteins having high affinities towards their ligands (Santala & Saviranta 2004). Most probably, high 

affinity binders are irreversibly bound to the selection matrix. Eluting these phages might require an 

immobilization of the ligand through a cleavable covalent linker or changes in the phagemid sequence. 

A protease sensitive sequence could be introduced between the displayed protein and phage coat (Orum 

et al., 1993). 

6.1.2 2-iminobiotin binding 

7 As mentioned in section 2.2.4.1, the reasons why biotin binding proteins have a lower affinity 

towards 2-iminobiotin are not clear and multiple explanations exist. One reason for the lower 

affinity might be the positive charge of 2-iminobiotin. Repulsive forces could be induced between 

the ligand and protein. The charge of the protein (pI) or charge of the binding pocket could be 

important. 
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The total charge of the protein has already been shown not to hugely affect 2-iminobiotin binding 

before (Marttila et al., 1998). The findings of this study do not provide a complete answer but results 

are consistent with previous studies. The lowest calculated pI is that for A/Bp9 and also AVR2 has a 

low pI (Hytönen et al., 2005). Both of the proteins behave similarly; they have a reasonably high 

binding affinity towards d-biotin (binding site is still functional) but no affinity towards 2-iminobiotin.  

It is relatively clear that total charge does not dominate the interaction.  

The role of the local charge could be important. The S16Y mutant A/A2n5 has a lowered 2-

iminobiotin-binding affinity. From the figure 15 one can see how the mutations on A/A2n5 change the 

charge distribution. Charge around biotin binding pocket is notably higher. A more positive charge 

around the biotin binding pocket could potentially prevent 2-iminobiotin binding through formation of 

repulsive interactions. The S16Y mutation probably has a limited role since A/Bp9’s 2-iminobiotin 

binding affinity is less affected. Both Serine and tyrosine have no charge at physiological conditions. 

The other mutations must have a larger role raising the local charge.  

A 

 

B 

 

Figure 15: Differences in the surface charge potential of wtAVD (1VYO) (A) and A/A2n5 (homology 
model) (B) at pH 7. In the image, the binding pocket is marked with an arrow, blue=positive surface 
potential and red=negative surface potential as it is the way suggested by Deep View. In A/A2n5, a 
clearly more positive charge is found around the biotin binding pocket. One would expect the A/Bp2 
surface charge potential being very similar to wtAVD. 
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The difference in affinities seems to be dominated by the local and not the total charge at least in the 

studied cases. The charge dependency seems to explain the differences in 2-iminobiotin and d-biotin 

binding. Generally, 2-iminobiotin binding is considered to represent d-biotin binding but in this study 

mutants behaved differently (Marttila et al., 1998; Marttila et al., 2003;). However, the role mutations 

present in A/A2n5 sequence and local charge should be verified with additional experiments. One way 

to further study the interaction would producing series mutant that have varying local charge around 

the biotin binding pocket.  

There seems to be a discrepancy in the results: in DSC assays, a notable difference in affinities towards 

2-iminobiotin between A/Bp2 and wtAvds is seen, clearly more than that seen in Biacore assays. When 

d-biotin is bound by avidin or related protein three hydrogen bonds are formed between the carbonyl 

group on the ureido ring of d-biotin and avidin. When 2-iminobiotin is bound the interaction is 

disturbed since the structure of 2-iminobiotin is different to d-biotin structure. The carbonyl group on 

the ureido ring has changed to a tertiary amine in 2-iminobiotin (see Figure 4). Most probably the three 

co-operative hydrogen bonds are disturbed when 2-iminobiotin is bound. A/Bp2 has only S16Y 

mutation that could disturb the same co-operative hydrogen bonding pattern leaving other interactions 

more or less untouched. The experimental conditions in Biacore experiments probably disfavor the 

same interaction even further.  

2-iminobiotin is immobilized from the amino group to a Biacore chip and it is probable that the 

hydrogen bonding between 2-iminobiotin and even wtAVDs is disturbed to a certain extent. In DSC 

experiments, the 2-iminobiotin’s amino group is free to participate in hydrogen bonding since the 

whole experiment is done in solution. It could be that in Biacore assays, S16Y mutation does not have a 

huge impact since the experimental conditions disturb the same interaction as the S16Y mutation. 

Different immobilizations strategies could be used to further study this phenomenon. These findings 

also to some extent suggest that important interactions are formed onto 2-iminobiotin’s amino group in 

wtAVDs 2-iminobiotin complexes.  The co-operativity and bonds are not as perfect as with d-biotin 

since the affinity towards 2-iminobiotin is lower than to d-biotin.  

The hydrogen bonding to carboxyl tail of 2-iminobiotin/biotin is most probably disrupted in A/A2p1 

when compared to the avidin structure. A/A2p1 has an AVR2-originating sequence in β3-β4 loop. 

There are mutations in residues that directly participate into 2-iminobiotin binding and to the parts of 2-
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iminobiotin that are identical with d-biotin. Lowered affinity of the A/Bp9 could be caused by the 

changes in the same area. A/Bp9 has similar sequence in β3-β4 loop, as does A/A2p1. A/Bp9 contain 

the same changes that are present in A/A2p1 and in addition the β5-β6 loop contains S73P substitution 

and has the AVR2 sequence. It seems that when the sequence homology to AVR2 raises, the affinity 

towards 2-iminobiotin decays. 

All the mutants and both wtAVDs were purifyable with 2-iminobiotin affinity chromatography even 

though the determined affinities were low to non-measurable with Biacore and DSC. The 

immobilization strategies of the ligand in the chromatography medium and in the Biacore surface 

should be similar although most probably are not identical. Affiland (distributor of the resin) does not 

specify the linker used in the manufacturing process. It is possible that the linker used in Biacore assays 

distorts the interaction more than the one used in the resin. Also the density of the ligand may be 

different. DSC analyses without any modifications to 2-iminobiotin also suggest low affinities.  

However, more probable explanation exists. The ratio of 2-iminobitin/proteins was notably higher 

during purification than in DSC experiments or in Biacore assays. During purification, the excess of 2-

iminobiotin was at least 70,000-fold compared to target protein1 whereas in DSC assays the molecular 

concentration ratio was 3. High concentrations of ligand in relation to protein favor ligand-protein 

complex formation and in this case compensate for the low affinities (Law of mass action). In addition, 

the local concentration of the ligand in affinity media is extremely high and also it is possible to 

generate multiple interactions at the same time (avidity).   

7.1.1 DNA binding 

The DNA binding results reported in this study should not be considered conclusive. The quality of the 

data is questionable because very high signal levels were measured on the DNA surface. The choice of 

negatively charged Cys to coat the reference surface caused problems and unspecific binding.  

                                                
1 The ratio was calculated as follows. The resin contains 10 mg 2-iminobiotin/ml. 60 mg of 2-iminobiotin was added to a 

litre of bacteria suspension (~250 mM solution) in the resin. No more than 50 mg/l of protein was obtained in any of the 

purifications (~3,4 µM monomer solution).  
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DNA binding properties of avidin and other biotin binding proteins have been under debate for some 

time. Some argue that avidin’s DNA binding is unspecific charge-based interaction between positively 

charged protein and negatively charged DNA chain (Marttila et al., 1998). Others have reported more 

specific binding activities related to oxidized DNA residues (Struthers et al., 1998).   

The charge of biotin binding proteins in DNA binding might be important, as might be the case with 2-

iminobiotin also. The only mutant that has a lower pI value is A/Bp9 which has no DNA binding 

affinity but it still has a relatively high affinity towards biotin in DSC assays. Such behavior closely 

resembles the behavior of AVR2 whose sequence closely resembles the A/Bp9 sequence (Hytönen et 

al., 2005).   

Only the studied mutants that have avidin sequence in both loops β3-β4 and β5-β6 seem to be able to 

bind DNA tightly (wtAvds). If both loops have mutated residues, the affinity is abolished whereas it is 

lowered when only either of the loops differs from the avidin sequence. This could imply that the 

binding requires an adaptation of the loops that is only possible with avidin sequence. Molecular 

modeling and MD simulations could further validate this finding.  

The positive charge of biotin binding protein might be essential for DNA binding if specific DNA 

binding kinetics are slow, e.g. they require large conformational changes as the importance of loops β3-

β4 and β5-β6 and model presented by Conners et al. (2006) implies. Conners et al. (2006) speculate 

that the loops contacting normally the carboxyl moiety on biotin are moving during DNA and 

nucleotide binding (induced fit). This movement could be the requirement for tight DNA binding. The 

binding pocket is most probably too small to accommodate bases if the surrounding loops are not 

conformationally adjusted.  

The DNA binding of biotin binding proteins could happen in two phases; at first, a low affinity 

complex is formed. The formation of low affinity complex induces structural changes in the protein 

that lead to formation of stable high affinity complex. The protein concentration near DNA needs to be 

high so that the low affinity complex formation is favored (Law of mass action). The positively 

charged proteins are attracted near DNA by electrostatic interactions, which raise the local 

concentration. This would also explain why negatively charged or neutral biotin binding proteins are 

not able to bind DNA when even a biotin binding antibodies are able to bind oxidized guanosine 
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incorporated into DNA (8-oxoguanosine) (Struthers et al., 1998). When the concentration of protein in 

proximity of DNA raises, the formation of a low affinity complex becomes more favorable. Many 

DNA binding proteins seem to behave in a similar fashion (Halford, 2009).  

wtAVDs binding to DNA was extremely tight and was disrupted only in relatively harsh conditions 

(see section 4.2.2.2). The two dissociation phases seen in wtAVD DNA binding Biacore assays can 

possibly relate to phenomenon described above.  

Other reasons might also explain the observed phases. ssDNA oligonucleotide contains most probably 

multiple binding sites with varying affinities. Binding to different binding sites would produce multiple 

phase dissociation curves. Generally surfaces that contain multiple binding sites or even similar binding 

sites in different orientations are not recommended for kinetic studies with SPR biosensor (Biacore AB, 

2001).   

Previous studies have suggested avidin functioning as an antibacterial and insecticidal agent (Hinchliffe 

et al., 2010). One way for such action could be tight DNA binding. Avidin is also used in targeted drug 

therapies where DNA binding can be a safety issue for patients (Lesch et al., 2010). It is known that 

DNA binding agents are likely to be carcinogenic or cause damage to the genome, and danger is 

directly proportional to affinity (Huberman & Sachs 1977). However, for avidin to be a risk in medical 

use, it should be able to enter the nucleus. There would be an urgent need to study DNA binding of 

biotin binding proteins in more detail and to produce non-DNA binding proteins with high d-biotin 

binding affinity. The present study suggests that mutant A/Bp9 or AVR2 could be a suitable starting 

point for such a development. 
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7.1.2 Cysteine binding 

A completely novel activity for the avidin family proteins was found by accident in this study. The 

mutant A/A2n5 seems to have a moderate affinity towards L-cysteine. It 

is rather clear that some part of the cysteine can interact with A/A2n5 

mutant since in DSC experiments the Tm values are clearly higher in the 

presence of low concentration (7 µM) of L-cysteine (see Table 1 for DSC 

data). 

It is interesting that mutant A/A2n5 has a more positive charge around the 

biotin binding site than either A/Bp2 or bAvds. Cys has a negative charge 

at neutral pH (pI 5,07). The charge and S16Y mutation might thus favor 

Cys binding. Cysteine (121.16 Da) is smaller than biotin (244.31 Da), so 

the partial blockage of the ligand-binding site caused by S16Y might not 

disturb cysteine binding to such an extent that it may disturb biotin 

binding. However, S16Y mutation alone is not enough to induce affinity 

towards Cys because A/Bp2 is inert in relation to cysteine.  

The specificity of the interaction should be studied more with other 

molecules. It is important to note that the chemistry used for cysteine 

immobilization leads to a structure, where the side chain of cysteine is 

bound to maleimide (see Figure 16). Therefore, one would expect other amino acids to form 

interactions with A/A2n5 as well. The most suitable candidates would be cysteine-sized residues such 

as serine. For example comparative studies with leucine and thiols with aliphatic carbon tails would 

give more accurate clues on the binding partners. Also interaction with carboxyl acids and amines 

could help to assess the specificity of the interaction further. The affinity should be theoretically 

lowered when possible hydrogen bonding partners, such as carboxyl groups, are removed from the 

interacting partner 

 

Figure 16: The 
appearance of Cysteine on 
a CM5 chip. Please note 
that the cysteine side chain 
is not available for 
interactions anymore. 
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7.1.3 Thermal stability 

Previously, ~83 degree Celsius have been measured as the transition midpoint temperature of wtAVDs 

in slightly different conditions (Hytönen et al., 2007, Nordlund et al., 2003). Avidins used in the 

experiments reported here have been produced with a new medium (EnBase/Biosilta, Finland) and the 

proteins were stored at +4.0 oC instead of freezing. Another important difference is related to the 

expression system: previously characterized wtAVD has been from chicken (glycosylated), whereas 

now we used E. coli produced avidin (nonglycosylated). The difference can also readily be caused by 

changes in the protein concentration and scanning speed. The new sensitive DSC instrument enables 

the use of lower protein concentrations via utilization of higher scanning rates (Plotnikov et al., 2002). 

Oligomeric proteins are generally known to be more stable at higher concentrations (Freire, 2001). One 

can also speculate that the formation of a disulfide bridge requires freezing or that the new medium 

used disfavors the formation of disulfide bridges. One important parameter could be the amount of 

biotin in the protein batches. It is possible that the protein batches analyzed earlier have had more 

contaminating biotin. Experimental data, however, cannot explain this difference or favor any 

explanation. The measured stability in the presence of d-biotin is therefore the most reliable indicator 

of thermal stability. A small amount of contaminating d-biotin or any other known ligand should not 

affect the results as might be the case with other measurements.  

A higher thermal stability of S16Y mutants was observed. The tyrosine most probably fills the binding 

site in the absence of a ligand and may thereby enhance the thermal stability. The Y16 could potentially 

form hydrogen bonds with side chains of residues N118 and/or N12. At pH 11, the thermal stability of 

A/Bp2 mutant is lost but the A/A2n5 mutant exhibits elevated stability. Tyr side chain has a pKa of 

10.07; at elevated pH it is negatively charged. A complementing mutation D119I is present at A/A2n5. 

D119I mutation could potentially reduce the amount of negative charge near the S16Y mutation and 

prevent the formation of repulsive interactions at high pH.  

A/A2p1 has high thermal stability since the sequence resembles closely ChiAVD, a hybrid of avidin 

and AVR4 (Hytonen et al., 2005). A/Bp9’s low thermal stability could indicate that the structure in β5 

to β6 loop is important for thermal stability. A Ser to Pro substitution in the loops seems to be able to 

lower the stability considerably. A proline residue is known to cause changes in protein loop structures 
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(Krieger et al., 2005). The mutation could potentially cause distortion in orientations of β5 or/and β6 

sheets and compromise the whole β-barrel structure. β-sheets 5 and 6 participate in the 1-4 subunit 

interaction (Livnah et al., 1993).  

7.2 Experimental considerations 

7.2.1 Differences between bAVDs (pelB and ompA) 

The differences between bAVD (pelB) and bAVD (ompA) can probably be explained in terms of the 

differences in protein quality and batch-to-batch variation. It is possible that a bigger portion of bAVD 

(pelB) is present with unprocessed signal sequence than with bAVD (ompA). OmpA signal sequence is 

known to be efficient for production of biotin binding proteins (Hytönen et al., 2004). Other 

explanation is variation in amount of contaminating ligands between the protein batches. These notions 

suggest that proteins in functional studies should be produced with same signal peptide and that use of 

protein from two batches should be avoided when accurate comparisons are carried within a fixed 

group.  

However it seems that validating functional data with protein from different batches or with completely 

different production strategies could help to assess the quality of the data. If the results are relatively 

identical between batches one can expect that the values are valid, used methods are robust and 

repeatable and purified protein is high quality.   

7.2.2   ITC 

ITC experiments are prone to all effects that transpire in addition to binding such as protein folding, 

changes in solvation, protein conformation, and oligomerization. When changes are large, the observed 

measurement error is also large if the side-effects cannot be manually subtracted from the results (see 

equation 3) (Velazquez-Campoy et al., 2004). Additional changes in protein conformation explain the 

high measured binding enthalpy for A/A2p1 mutant: the protein exists as monomers and oligomerizes 

only after the addition of biotin (gel filtration data, results not shown). No experimental design could 

help with the problem: ITC is not suited for measurement of proteins where oligomerization or other 

large conformational changes occur in conjugation with ligand binding (Lewis, 2005). Only if the 
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oligomerization enthalpy would be known could it be subtracted from the results and reliable binding 

enthalpy could be obtained. The measurement of oligomerization enthalpy for A/A2p1 would be 

extremely difficult since it overlaps with ligand binding. In this context, however, it is important to 

keep in mind that biotin has a stabilizing effect also in the case of wtAVD. Therefore, biotin binding 

may be accorded with a tightening of the oligomeric structure. Indeed, several previous studies have 

shown that biotin binding causes relatively extensive changes in the behavior of (strept)avidin (Celej et 

al., 2004, Katz, 1997). Altogether, the current study simply raises the question as to the reliability of 

ITC in the determination of biotin-binding enthalpies for avidins. 

The binding constant for biotin could not be determined for any of the mutants. The binding affinity of 

all the mutants towards d-biotin is too high. In theory, a displacement method where a studied protein 

is first titrated with 2-iminobiotin and then displaced with d-biotin should be able to determine the 

binding constant. In practice, however, it is known that the method does not work, probably due to 

protonation changes in 2-iminobiotin during binding (unpublished observations - Helppolainen, 

Hytönen, Kulomaa et al.). 

7.2.3 Biacore  

7.2.3.1 Signal levels 

For kinetic measurements, the lowest possible binding capacity should be used on the sensor surface. 

This is because a large amount of binding and dissociating molecules interfere with each other: the 

surface becomes crowded and the molecules are not able to move freely on and off the surface. High 

binding capacity may also cause deviation in the analyte concentration. The signal is directly related to 

the mass and also to the size of the binding partner. The amount of immobilized ligand that should be 

produced in an optimal case signal levels is less than 500 RUs (Malmqvist, 1999). We observed 

changes in the signal levels that were >13,000 RUs for A/A2n5 on a Cys surface and for wtAvd around 

4,500 RUs on a DNA surface for example. The problems with DNA surface are caused by multiple 

binding sites/oligonucleotide. A problem with a cysteine surface is caused by the fact that it was not 

meant to be used for kinetic analyses: Cysteine was used in huge amounts to react with everything and 

simultaneously a huge number of binding sites were introduced. 
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It is extremely difficult to estimate the amount of binding sites in a given oligonucleotide for avidin or 

a related protein since the interactions between DNA and avidin are not very well known. For further 

studies, single nucleotides should be used to study binding kinetics in more detail and if possible very 

high quality reagents should be used so that the oxidation state is known. Also, a careful design of the 

immobilization chemistry is needed so that the very expensive reagents are not oxidized even partly 

during the coupling process. It might even be necessary to add reducing agents or oxidizing agents to 

the running buffer depending on which form needs to be studied. 

7.2.3.2 Unspecific binding 

The need to coat the reference surface could possibly have been avoided with different choices of 

measurement conditions. An uncoated CM5 surface was and is known to be a good reference in 2-

iminobiotin binding experiments when 1 M NaCl is used in the running buffer to prevent unspecific 

binding/absorption (Määttä et al., 2009). The choice of conditions might have also helped with the 

large signals observed on the DNA surface: the most unspecific and charge-dependent interactions 

would have also been disturbed by a high NaCl concentration. The unspecific binding made the data-

analysis difficult. When no reference has been subtracted, changes in the buffer composition (protein, 

ligand, etc.) cause changes in the signal alone (Piliarik et al., 2009).  

7.2.3.3 Unordinary curve shapes 

The unordinary shape of A/A2n5 sensorgrams can be explained. When high concentration of protein is 

injected, there is enough protein to saturate both surfaces so that the reference subtracted sensorgram 

appears normal. When the concentration of injected protein lowers the amount that is held by the Cys 

surface, it affects more the amount of protein that can continue to the DNA surface. The sensorgram 

starts to turn upside down as the reference surface holds a notable part of the protein. When Cys 

surface starts to hold most of the protein, the signal drops to a very low level as only a very small 

amount of protein can be leaked to the reference surface.  

7.2.4 DSC  

The great benefits of DSC are that all the experiments are done in a solution and there are no 

limitations over how low or high affinities can be studied. The problem is that to fit a thermodynamical 
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model which is valid for the measured data, a reversible denaturation process is required (Piliarik et al., 

2009). The reversibility is most probably easy to go around by demonstrating a partly reversible 

system:  the scan is only done at 1-2 degrees over the Tm and a rescan is performed, so that if the curves 

are somewhat similar it can be stated that the system is reversible enough for fitting a thermo 

dynamical model (Freire, 2001). However, the biggest challenge with biotin binding proteins seems to 

be the extremely high dependency of heat capacity on temperature. It is impossible to directly and 

reliably determine the ΔCp (see Figure 9) from one measurement. The determination of ΔCp could be 

done via a different strategy. 

!∆!
!" = ∆!! [8] 

The equation [8] expresses the relationship between ΔCp and experimental DSC data and an optional 

way to determine ΔCp. If one is able to determine binding enthalpy (reversible or partly reversible 

denaturation) in different pHs so that denaturation enthalpy is measured at different temperatures, a 

simple plot where ΔH is presented as a function of transition midpoint temperatures can be drawn. In 

this figure, the slope of the line connecting the data points is ΔCp. In this study, not enough data points 

in various pHs have been generated to reliably obtain the ΔCp and no partly or fully reversible system 

has been demonstrated. At least three different pHs should be measured but more than six data points 

are recommended (Freire, 2001).   
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8 Conclusions 

A biophysical characterization of a set of genetically engineered avidin variants was accomplished. The 

characterization yielded new information on biotin binding proteins. It can thus be concluded that the 

charge around biotin binding pocket needs to complement the charge of the ligand or the affinity is 

compromised. In DNA binding, the pI of the protein is also an important factor. Moreover, a 

completely novel ligand binding character was found from the mutants when a cysteine binding mutant 

was characterized. 
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10 Appendixes 

The electronic copy is highly recommended for inspecting the appendixes by the author.  

 



A/Bp2&puri*ication&1.10.2010

Elluted with pH4 buffer. Absorbances measured with Nanodrop:

A bp2 f1 imt 1.10.2010 8:29:50 0,01mg/ml 0,02 11,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f2 imt 1.10.2010 8:30:15 0,01mg/ml 0,026 1,111,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f3 imt 1.10.2010 8:30:40 0,03mg/ml 0,06 0,941,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f4 imt 1.10.2010 8:31:03 0,05mg/ml 0,086 0,781,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f5 imt 1.10.2010 8:31:41 0,17mg/ml 0,299 0,671,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f6 imt 1.10.2010 8:32:18 0,21mg/ml 0,375 0,711,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f7 imt 1.10.2010 8:32:49 0,19mg/ml 0,326 0,661,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f8 imt 1.10.2010 8:33:21 0,16mg/ml 0,277 0,621,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f9 imt 1.10.2010 8:33:51 0,12mg/ml 0,202 0,661,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f10 imt 1.10.2010 8:34:19 0,08mg/ml 0,133 0,61,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f11 imt 1.10.2010 8:34:57 0,04mg/ml 0,068 0,781,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL
A bp2 f12 imt 1.10.2010 8:35:26 0,01mg/ml 0,014 1,141,755 Abs = 1 mg / mL

SDS-page:
              Flowthr.  MW  F5        F6        F7      F8         F9        F10

A/A2p1&puri*ication&1.10.2010

Sample ID User name Date and Time Protein 
Conc.

Unit A280 260/280

A A2p1 F1 imt 1.11.2010 14:40:43 0,184 mg/ml 0,184 1,86

A A2p1 F2 imt 1.11.2010 14:41:17 0,152 mg/ml 0,152 1,88

A A2p1 F3 imt 1.11.2010 14:41:46 0,806 mg/ml 0,806 0,87

A A2p1 F4 imt 1.11.2010 14:42:10 12,711 mg/ml 12,711 0,66

A A2p1 F5 imt 1.11.2010 14:42:48 27,069 mg/ml 27,069 0,63

A A2p1 F6 imt 1.11.2010 14:43:17 9,304 mg/ml 9,304 0,62

A A2p1 F7 imt 1.11.2010 14:43:41 1,795 mg/ml 1,795 0,63

A A2p1 F8 imt 1.11.2010 14:44:06 0,389 mg/ml 0,389 0,72

A A2p1 F9 imt 1.11.2010 14:44:31 0,163 mg/ml 0,163 0,9

A A2p1 F10 imt 1.11.2010 14:44:57 0,119 mg/ml 0,119 0,94

A A2p1 F11 imt 1.11.2010 14:45:19 0,088 mg/ml 0,088 0,95

A A2p1 F12 imt 1.11.2010 14:45:43 0,07 mg/ml 0,07 0,85

                                    F8            F7              F6           F5             F4            F3 MW (SM1811)

wtAVD&(Omp&A)&Puri*ication&27.10.2011

Sample ID Unit A280 260/280 Sample Type

Avd F1 27.10.2010 13:49:17 0,10 mg/ml 0,159 1,96 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F2 27.10.2010 13:49:40 0,08 mg/ml 0,133 1,75 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F3 27.10.2010 13:50:01 0,39 mg/ml 0,641 0,74 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F4 27.10.2010 13:50:24 5,12 mg/ml 8,505 0,6 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F5 27.10.2010 13:50:50 5,85 mg/ml 9,725 0,6 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F6 27.10.2010 13:51:17 7,49 mg/ml 12,446 0,6 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F7 27.10.2010 13:51:42 2,12 mg/ml 3,516 0,59 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F8 27.10.2010 13:52:06 0,74 mg/ml 1,226 0,59 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F9 27.10.2010 13:52:28 0,39 mg/ml 0,655 0,63 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F10 27.10.2010 13:52:53 0,25 mg/ml 0,423 0,64 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F11 27.10.2010 13:53:19 0,19 mg/ml 0,311 0,67 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F12 27.10.2010 13:53:43 0,15 mg/ml 0,254 0,67 1.661 Abs = 1 mg / mL

  F3             F4                F5         F6             F7           F8            F9           F10     MW    Flowthrough

wtAVD&(pel&B)&Puri*ication&10.12.2010

input   Flowth.    resin        mw      F1              F2             F3           F4          F5            F6

Sample ID Unit A280 260/280 Sample Type

Avd F1 10.12.2010 0,14 mg/ml 0,14 0,80 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F2 10.12.2010 3,85 mg/ml 3,85 0,59 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F3 10.12.2010 6,51 mg/ml 6,51 0,59 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F4 10.12.2010 2,53 mg/ml 2,53 0,59 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F5 10.12.2010 0,81 mg/ml 0,81 0,6 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F6 10.12.2010 0,36 mg/ml 0,36 0,62 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F7 10.12.2010 0,18 mg/ml 0,18 0,64 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F8 10.12.2010 0,135 mg/ml 0,135 0,68 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F9 10.12.2010 0,093 mg/ml 0,093 0,60 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F10 10.12.2010 0,069 mg/ml 0,069 0,58 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F11 10.12.2010 0,066 mg/ml 0,066 0,63 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

Avd F12 10.12.2010 0,050 mg/ml 0,050 0,99 1 Abs = 1 mg / mL

A/Bp9&puri*ication&with&2@iminobiotin&29.9.2010

Elluted with pH4 buffer. Absorbances measured with Nanodrop:

Sample ID Date and Time Protein Conc. Unit A280 260/280 Sample Type

blank chk 29.9.2010 16:08:44 0,01mg/ml 0,023 1,051,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f1 29.9.2010 16:09:34 0,05mg/ml 0,081 1,431,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f2 29.9.2010 16:10:01 0,03mg/ml 0,053 1,591,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f3 29.9.2010 16:10:29 0,05mg/ml 0,087 11,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f4 29.9.2010 16:10:59 0,63mg/ml 1,065 0,641,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f5 29.9.2010 16:11:31 0,91mg/ml 1,548 0,661,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f6 29.9.2010 16:12:04 0,88mg/ml 1,495 0,721,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f7 29.9.2010 16:12:34 0,89mg/ml 1,516 0,681,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f8 29.9.2010 16:13:15 0,74mg/ml 1,26 0,641,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f9 29.9.2010 16:13:51 0,65mg/ml 1,108 0,631,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f10 29.9.2010 16:14:21 0,44mg/ml 0,754 0,641,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f11 29.9.2010 16:14:53 0,21mg/ml 0,361 0,681,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
f12 29.9.2010 16:15:21 0,10mg/ml 0,172 0,731,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL
blank chk 29.9.2010 16:15:52 0,02mg/ml 0,032 0,421,702 Abs = 1 mg / mL

SDS-PAGE:
F10 F9       F8       F7           F6         F5      F4         MW    input      Total

MW=SM1811 (fermentas)

A/A2n5&puri*ication&with&2@iminobiotin&11.10.2010

Eluted with pH4 buffer. Absorbances measured with Nanodrop:

Sample ID Date and Time
Protein 
Conc. Unit A280 260/280

A A2n5 F1 11.10.2010 16:12:41 0,06mg/ml 0,101 1,91
A A2n5 F2 11.10.2010 16:13:23 0,05mg/ml 0,096 1,74
A A2n5 F3 11.10.2010 16:13:47 0,04mg/ml 0,076 1,77
A A2n5 F4 11.10.2010 16:14:11 0,03mg/ml 0,047 2,15
A A2n5 F5 11.10.2010 16:14:35 0,34mg/ml 0,603 0,76
A A2n5 F6 11.10.2010 16:15:00 6,39mg/ml 11,261 0,68
A A2n5 F7 11.10.2010 16:15:25 19,82mg/ml 34,948 0,57
A A2n5 F8 11.10.2010 16:15:52 4,33mg/ml 7,642 0,53
A A2n5 F9 11.10.2010 16:16:16 1,33mg/ml 2,336 0,59
A A2n5 F10 11.10.2010 16:16:43 0,42mg/ml 0,733 0,61
A A2n5 F11 11.10.2010 16:17:04 0,21mg/ml 0,374 0,64
A A2n5 F12 11.10.2010 16:17:27 0,13mg/ml 0,228 0,68
A A2n5 F13 11.10.2010 16:17:56 0,08mg/ml 0,135 0,71

     Pellet   Flowth      MW     F5           F6         F7         F8         F10         F11            F12

Appendixes 1: SDS-PAGE pictures of purified protein
FX=means chromatography fraction where X is the number of fraction
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A/Bp2
A/Bp9 

+BTN

Appendixes 2: DSC thermograms with and without ligands. 
The exact conditions are stated in the legend of a figure.
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BBP-A AVD (pel B)
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Appendixes 3: ITC titrations of studied proteins with d-biotin
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16-touko-11 23:22:2512 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Report

kd (1/s) Chi2

0,21 6,47

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 4

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 6

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 8

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 10

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2

16-touko-11 23:22:2512 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Parameters

kd SE(kd) R0 t0 Offset SE(Offset)

0,21 2,84E-03

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 115 104 4,74 0,151

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 58,4 105 1,33 0,158

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 6 32,6 106 2,15 0,154

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 8 25,4 106 -2,01 0,158

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 10 19 103 3,41 0,157

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 115 104 4,94 0,151
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16-touko-11 23:23:213 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Report

ka (1/Ms) kd (1/s) Rmax (RU) RI (RU) Conc of analyte KA (1/M) KD (M) Req (RU)

5,37e4

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 0,21 172 -5,03 9,31e-6 2,56e5 3,91e-6 121

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 0,21 78 32 4,66e-6 2,56e5 3,91e-6 42,4

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 6 0,21 115 8,22 2,33e-6 2,56e5 3,91e-6 42,8

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 8 0,21 90,6 15,4 1,16e-6 2,56e5 3,91e-6 20,7

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 10 0,21 98,7 8,29 5,8e-7 2,56e5 3,91e-6 12,8

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 0,21 172 -4,82 9,31e-6 2,56e5 3,91e-6 121

kobs (1/s) Chi2

6,7

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 0,71

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 0,46

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 6 0,335

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 8 0,272

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 10 0,241

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 0,71

16-touko-11 23:23:213 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Parameters

ka SE(ka) Rmax SE(Rmax) Conc t0 kd RI SE(RI)

5,37E+04 2,13E+03

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 172 3,4 9,31E-06 1 0,21 -5,03 2,38

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 78 3,94 4,66E-06 1 0,21 32 2,04

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 6 115 5,61 2,33E-06 1 0,21 8,22 1,84

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 8 90,6 8,21 1,16E-06 1 0,21 15,4 1,7

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 10 98,7 13,3 5,80E-07 1 0,21 8,29 1,61

A A2n5 081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 172 3,4 9,31E-06 1 0,21 -4,82 2,38
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16-touko-11 23:25:106 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Report

kd (1/s) Chi2

0,0319 2,14

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 18

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 20

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 22

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 24

16-touko-11 23:25:106 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Parameters

kd SE(kd) R0 t0 Offset SE(Offset)

0,0319 7,33E-04

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 18 25,3 107 0,998 0,134

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 20 18,8 107 2,58 0,167

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 22 15,8 107 2,01 0,0943

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 24 12,7 106 0,6 0,114
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16-touko-11 23:24:447 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Report

ka (1/Ms) kd (1/s) Rmax (RU) RI (RU) Conc of analyte KA (1/M) KD (M) Req (RU)

1,14e5

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 18 0,0319 55,4 -11 2,09e-6 3,58e6 2,79e-7 48,9

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 20 0,0319 34,2 1,88 1,05e-6 3,58e6 2,79e-7 27

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 22 0,0319 30,1 2,37 5,23e-7 3,58e6 2,79e-7 19,6

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 24 0,0319 38,4 -1,96 2,62e-7 3,58e6 2,79e-7 18,6

kobs (1/s) Chi2

4,28

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 18 0,271

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 20 0,152

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 22 0,0916

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 24 0,0618

16-touko-11 23:24:447 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Parameters

ka SE(ka) Rmax SE(Rmax) Conc t0 kd RI SE(RI)

1,14E+05 6,38E+03

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 18 55,4 1,83 2,09E-06 -4 0,0319 -11 1,67

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 20 34,2 1,73 1,05E-06 -4 0,0319 1,88 1,39

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 22 30,1 1,82 5,23E-07 -4 0,0319 2,37 1,14

AA2p1 081110 Fc=2-1 - 24 38,4 2,17 2,62E-07 -4 0,0319 -1,96 0,89
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16-touko-11 23:28:3012 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation
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16-touko-11 23:28:3012 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Report

kd (1/s) Chi2

6,77e-3 1,62

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 1

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 2

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 3

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 4

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 5

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 6

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 7

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 9

16-touko-11 23:28:3012 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Parameters

kd SE(kd) R0 t0 Offset SE(Offset)

6,77E-03 1,14E-04

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 1 34,3 113 -5,38 0,18

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 2 28,4 113 -5,37 0,163

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 3 23 113 -5,57 0,149

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 4 29,8 113 -9,88 0,17

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 5 16,5 113 -4,02 0,135

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 6 12,4 113 -2,5 0,128

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 7 9,01 113 -1,66 0,124

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 9 29 113 -5,89 0,165
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16-touko-11 23:27:594 1:1 (Langmuir) association
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16-touko-11 23:27:594 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Report

ka (1/Ms) kd (1/s) Rmax (RU) RI (RU) Conc of analyte KA (1/M) KD (M)

9,05e4

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 1 6,77e-3 72,6 -10,5 4,08e-6 1,34e7 7,48e-8

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 2 6,77e-3 57,4 -3,14 2,04e-6 1,34e7 7,48e-8

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 3 6,77e-3 36,8 6,1 1,02e-6 1,34e7 7,48e-8

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 4 6,77e-3 33,1 1,76 5,1e-7 1,34e7 7,48e-8

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 5 6,77e-3 22,3 6,07 3,4e-7 1,34e7 7,48e-8

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 6 6,77e-3 21,9 4,05 1,7e-7 1,34e7 7,48e-8

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 7 6,77e-3 25,2 2,07 8,51e-8 1,34e7 7,48e-8

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 9 6,77e-3 66,8 -10,8 4,08e-6 1,34e7 7,48e-8

Req (RU) kobs (1/s) Chi2

3,47

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 1 71,3 0,376

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 2 55,4 0,191

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 3 34,3 0,0991

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 4 28,8 0,0529

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 5 18,2 0,0375

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 6 15,2 0,0222

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 7 13,4 0,0145

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 9 65,6 0,376

16-touko-11 23:27:594 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Parameters

ka SE(ka) Rmax SE(Rmax) Conc t0 kd RI SE(RI)

9,05E+04 2,27E+03

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 1 72,6 1,59 4,08E-06 -1 6,77E-03 -10,5 1,55

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 2 57,4 1,42 2,04E-06 -1 6,77E-03 -3,14 1,36

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 3 36,8 1,2 1,02E-06 -1 6,77E-03 6,1 1,09

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 4 33,1 1,28 5,10E-07 -1 6,77E-03 1,76 1,04

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 5 22,3 0,974 3,40E-07 -1 6,77E-03 6,07 0,656

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 6 21,9 1,16 1,70E-07 -1 6,77E-03 4,05 0,535

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 7 25,2 1,78 8,51E-08 -1 6,77E-03 2,07 0,504

A_Bp2 pH11 + tween 0 Fc=2-1 - 9 66,8 1,58 4,08E-06 -1 6,77E-03 -10,8 1,54
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16-touko-11 23:29:527 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation
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16-touko-11 23:29:527 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Report

kd (1/s) Chi2

9,83e-4 9,81

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 3

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 5

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 7

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 9

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 11

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 16

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 18

16-touko-11 23:29:527 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Parameters

kd SE(kd) R0 t0 Offset SE(Offset)

9,83E-04 6,14E-06

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 3 288 160 -7,61 0,278

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 5 271 103 -16,8 0,32

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 7 222 108 -9,04 0,257

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 9 164 108 -4,25 0,23

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 11 100 107 0,577 0,201

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 16 34,3 111 -0,199 0,199

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 18 270 106 -18,4 0,276
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16-touko-11 23:30:2311 1:1 (Langmuir) association
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16-touko-11 23:30:2311 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Report

ka (1/Ms) kd (1/s) Rmax (RU) RI (RU) Conc of analyte KA (1/M) KD (M) Req (RU)

1,81e4

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 3 9,83e-4 347 -8,64 2,95e-6 1,84e7 5,43e-8 341

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 5 9,83e-4 274 31,5 1,48e-6 1,84e7 5,43e-8 264

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 7 9,83e-4 297 26,6 7,4e-7 1,84e7 5,43e-8 276

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 9 9,83e-4 353 7,91 3,7e-7 1,84e7 5,43e-8 308

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 11 9,83e-4 379 7,98 1,8e-7 1,84e7 5,43e-8 291

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 16 9,83e-4 478 -0,783 4,6e-8 1,84e7 5,43e-8 219

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 18 9,83e-4 283 23,3 1,48e-6 1,84e7 5,43e-8 273

kobs (1/s) Chi2

25

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 3 0,0544

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 5 0,0278

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 7 0,0144

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 9 7,68e-3

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 11 4,24e-3

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 16 1,82e-3

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 18 0,0278

16-touko-11 23:30:2311 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Parameters

ka SE(ka) Rmax SE(Rmax) Conc t0 kd RI SE(RI)

1,81E+04 190

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 3 347 2,15 2,95E-06 1 9,83E-04 -8,64 2,09

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 5 274 2,03 1,48E-06 1 9,83E-04 31,5 1,48

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 7 297 2,85 7,40E-07 1 9,83E-04 26,6 1,21

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 9 353 4,69 3,70E-07 0 9,83E-04 7,91 1,2

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 11 379 7,34 1,80E-07 1 9,83E-04 7,98 1,05

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 16 478 24,7 4,60E-08 1 9,83E-04 -0,783 1,1

Avd_pelb_071010 Fc=2-1 - 18 283 2,04 1,48E-06 1 9,83E-04 23,3 1,48

Page 7 of 13

Appendixes 4: Biacore sensorgrams with kinetic fits
 Studied proteins are injected on to 2-iminobiotin surface. 
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16-touko-11 23:31:5116 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation
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16-touko-11 23:31:5116 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Report

kd (1/s) Chi2

5,39e-4 136

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 8

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 10

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 12

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 15

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 17

16-touko-11 23:31:5116 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Parameters

kd SE(kd) R0 t0 Offset SE(Offset)

5,39E-04 7,52E-06

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 8 322 147 -56,9 0,74

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 10 296 147 -45,6 0,73

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 12 254 147 -30,7 0,712

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 15 211 147 -11,9 0,727

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 17 142 147 -4,53 0,96
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16-touko-11 23:31:072 1:1 (Langmuir) association
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16-touko-11 23:31:072 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Report

ka (1/Ms) kd (1/s) Rmax (RU) RI (RU) Conc of analyte KA (1/M) KD (M) Req (RU)

2,32e4

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 8 5,39e-4 464 -35,7 4,19e-6 4,3e7 2,32e-8 461

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 10 5,39e-4 403 -20,8 2,09e-6 4,3e7 2,32e-8 398

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 12 5,39e-4 346 4,1 1,05e-6 4,3e7 2,32e-8 338

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 15 5,39e-4 360 9,08 5,23e-7 4,3e7 2,32e-8 345

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 17 5,39e-4 366 1,14 2,62e-7 4,3e7 2,32e-8 336

kobs (1/s) Chi2

23,8

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 8 0,0977

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 10 0,049

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 12 0,0249

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 15 0,0127

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 17 6,62e-3

16-touko-11 23:31:072 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Parameters

ka SE(ka) Rmax SE(Rmax) Conc t0 kd RI SE(RI)

2,32E+04 202

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 8 464 2,64 4,19E-06 -1 5,39E-04 -35,7 2,59

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 10 403 2,18 2,09E-06 -1 5,39E-04 -20,8 1,89

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 12 346 2,61 1,05E-06 -1 5,39E-04 4,1 1,44

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 15 360 3,88 5,23E-07 -1 5,39E-04 9,08 1,26

wtAvd 091110 Fc=2-1 - 17 366 6,07 2,62E-07 -1 5,39E-04 1,14 1,19
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16-touko-11 23:32:532 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation
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16-touko-11 23:32:532 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Report

kd (1/s) Chi2

0,215 0,151

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 2

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 3

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 4

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1

BBPA_jatko_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1

16-touko-11 23:32:532 1:1 (Langmuir) dissociation

Page: 2

Parameters

kd SE(kd) R0 t0 Offset SE(Offset)

0,215 5,20E-03

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 7,88 107 0,28 0,0322

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 3 6,45 105 0,0435 0,0258

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 5,39 105 0,322 0,0258

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 11,1 105 0,23 0,026

BBPA_jatko_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 3,08 105 -0,0206 0,0271
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16-touko-11 23:33:349 1:1 (Langmuir) association
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16-touko-11 23:33:349 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Report

ka (1/Ms) kd (1/s) Rmax (RU) RI (RU) Conc of analyte KA (1/M) KD (M) Req (RU)

1,94e4

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 0,215 46,7 -1,24 3,38e-6 9,02e4 1,11e-5 10,9

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 3 0,215 59,1 -0,458 1,69e-6 9,02e4 1,11e-5 7,82

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 0,215 92,9 -0,641 8,4e-7 9,02e4 1,11e-5 6,54

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 0,215 35,4 -0,356 6,75e-6 9,02e4 1,11e-5 13,4

BBPA_jatko_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 0,215 67,1 0,826 4,2e-7 9,02e4 1,11e-5 2,45

kobs (1/s) Chi2

0,189

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 0,281

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 3 0,248

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 0,231

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 0,346

BBPA_jatko_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 0,223

16-touko-11 23:33:349 1:1 (Langmuir) association

Page: 2

Parameters

ka SE(ka) Rmax SE(Rmax) Conc t0 kd RI SE(RI)

1,94E+04 2,31E+03

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 2 46,7 4,24 3,38E-06 0 0,215 -1,24 0,381

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 3 59,1 6,72 1,69E-06 0 0,215 -0,458 0,4

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 4 92,9 11,4 8,40E-07 0 0,215 -0,641 0,336

BBPA_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 35,4 2,53 6,75E-06 0 0,215 -0,356 0,42

BBPA_jatko_081010 Fc=2-1 - 1 67,1 11 4,20E-07 0 0,215 0,826 0,267

16-touko-11 23:35:47Bp9 081010 Fc=2-1 - 1

Page: 1
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40 µM A/Bp9 injection with out fits. 
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08-elo-11 21:22:58pet101 avd dna binding Fc 1 - 1
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08-elo-11 21:19:49pel B avd DNA binding Fc 2 - 2
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08-elo-11 21:18:44pel B avd DNA binding Fc 1 - 2
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Appendixes 5: Biacore sensorgrams. 
Studied proteins are injected on to ssDNA (left side) and L-cysteine (right side) surfaces. The legend 
next to the first figure applies to all the figures.

wtAVD (ompA)

wtAVD (pelB)



08-elo-11 21:13:07A Bp9 DNA binding 2411 Fc 2 - 1
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08-elo-11 21:11:52A Bp9 DNA binding 2411 Fc 1 - 1
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08-elo-11 21:10:29A Bp2 DNA binding 2411 Fc 2 - 1
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08-elo-11 21:09:25A Bp2 DNA binding 2411 Fc 1 - 1
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A/Bp9

A/Bp2



08-elo-11 21:07:15A A2p1 DNA binding 261 Fc 2 - 1
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08-elo-11 21:06:08A A2p1 DNA binding 261 Fc 1 - 1
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08-elo-11 21:05:00A A2n5 DNA binding 261 Fc 2 - 1
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08-elo-11 21:03:46A A2n5 DNA binding 261 Fc 1 - 1
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A/A2p1

A/A2n5



15-Dec-10 08:40:25BBPA DNA binding 141 Fc=2-1 - 5
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15-Dec-10 08:35:29pel B avd DNA bindin Fc=2-1 - 5
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01-Dec-10 11:18:53A A2p1 DNA binding 2 Fc=2-1 - 4
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01-Dec-10 11:17:56avd wt DNA binding w Fc=2-1 - 1
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Appendixes 6: Biacore sensorgrams. 
Studied proteins (7 µM) are injected on to ssDNA surface with 21 µM and with out d-biotin.

BBP-A wtAVD (pelB)

A/A2p1
wtAVD (ompA)



01-Dec-10 11:16:51A Bp2 DNA binding 24 Fc=2-1 - 7
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